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Kugluktumi Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq

1. Ilitariyauniq
Una Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq pilimaittuugaluaq
ikayunngitpata havaarikmagillu Kugluktumiutanit. Tahapkuat Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit
quyayumayait amigaittut inuit timiqutigiyauyullu ikayuqtut aatlatqiiktunik ukuninnga:


Kugluktukmiutat aallanut uqarmata ilihimayamiknik piumayamikniklu Kugluktumut
avaliittukkut apirhuqtaugamik ilaugamiklu miitirahualiraangata



tahapkuat sikuuqtut, inirniriit, ihuarhaiyullu Aagasimi 2009mi nalunaqtunik
ilihainahualirmata Imiqmi, tuniyut naunaittiaqtunik tautukninnga uumunnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga akhuurutautigiyut atuliqtangit inuit Kugluktumiutat



Kugluktup Naalautikkut Katimayiingit pipkaitjutikmata naalaktukhanik
uqaqtipkaikmatalu hitamauyunik hivayaqtukhat naalautimut apirhuutiqarumik



Kugluktuk Angayukhiuyut Sikuurvingat pipkaikmata pingahuuyunik ilihaitjutikhaq
sikuuqtunut pipkaigiamikni qanuqtut ihumagiyamiknik apirhuutiqarumik umuuna
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq



sikuuqtut Chris Ilgok, Savannah Angnaluak unalu Barbara Kapakatoak inuknut
naunaipkaikmata umuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Ihumaliurniq Kugluktumi miitiqtipkailiraangata



Uqatiutivut Mona Tiktalek.

Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit quviagiqpiaqtut Kugluktuk havaqatiptiknut:


haamlatkunni havaktut niruaqtauhimayullu atannguyauyut Haamlangani
Kugluktup ayuittiaqhimayanginnit apirhuutinginnit qanuqtutlu ihumagiyamiknik
uminngalu ihumaliurnikkut munarinikkullu ikayuqtut



tahapkuat Nunavut Kavamatkunni havaktut tuniyut ilihimayamiknik naunaiyainiq,
Kugluktumi kitkunnut uqaqtukhanik, ihumaliurnikkut munarinikkullu ikayuqtut,
unalu nakuuqpiaqtumik uqautikmata ayuitpiaqtumiklu uqaqtakhamiknik
aatlatqiinut inirhimaittunut makpiraaq ihumaliurutimut.

Tahapkuat Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit ilitariumayaillu ikayurmata havauhikhaqmut
havaqatigiingit: Inuuliriyiituqakkut Kaanatami, Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit Kaanatami,
Nunavut Kavamatkut, ukuallu Kaanatamiutat Timiqutigiyangit Ihumaliuqtiuyunut.
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Akhuuqhuta quyagiumayaqqut inuit Kugluktukmiutat uqaqatigiikkamitigut,
ilihimayamiknik, ihumaalutigiyamiknik hivuniptikni aatlatqiinguyuutigiyaa
nunagiyamiknik. Ihumagiugut una ihumaliurut pipkaitjutiniaqtuq atuqtakharnik
upalungaiyariaqni nunagiyat nakuuyumik hungiutigigiaffikni umunnga
ayurhautigiuniaruknarhiyanginnik uminnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga.
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2. Naunaitkutinga
Nunavut Kavamatkut tatja havaktut havaqatigiikhutik Inuuliriyituqakkut Kaanatami,
Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit Kaanata, unalu Kaanatamiutat Timiqutigiyangit
Ihumaliuqtiuyunut, Nunavunmi nullallaangit, allatlu ilauyumayullu piliurninnganut
Nunavunmi Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Havaqatigiiktut. Ilauyuqlu uumani havaami
havauhikhat ihuatqiariyaanganik umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Kugluktup nalunairutingiyanganik. Kugluktumi tikkuaqtauyuq atauhiuyuq tallimanit
nunallaanit ilaugiamikni umunnga Nunavut Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Ihumaliurniqning havauhikhaqmut piliurluni Kugluktukmi Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq.
14nik tatqirhiutinik, Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit pulaaqtut Kugluktumut tallimaqtuqhuni
qinirhiagiamikni naunaiyaikhamiknik Kugluktumiutanit, hapkuatlu ilauyut inirniriit,
inuulramiit, ayuittiarhimayullu, atuqpakkamikku Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik, himmiqqattaqhutiklu ihumaliuqtamiknik umuuna Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq. Tamarmik hapkuat pulaarutingit piyuq
angikliyuumiriami ilihimaninngit Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit piyuq ihumaalutigiyauyunut
umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga atuqtait Kugluktuqmiutat .
Tahapkuat ihumaliuqtiuyut tuniyauyullu hivulliutiyauyunik naunaiyainimik ihivriuqtut
nalunaqtunik umannga Nunamiinngaqtunik Kaanatami. Unalu Ihumaliuqtiuyut
Havaktingit tuniyauyuq naunaitkutaqaqtunik atuqtakhamiknik piyuq umunnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Nunavunmi ihuatqiyauyurlu Kugluktukmut. Tamaita hapkuat
Naunaitkutiuyut, ukuatlu qunngiaqtauyut ihumaliuqtiuyunit pulaaqtillugit, pitjutigiyauyuq
naunaitkutikhamut ihumaliurunmut.
Tamna Atuquyauyut Havaktakhat ihuarhaqhimayut pingahuuyunut
naunaitkutigiyauyunut:
 Kugluktumi pittaarninnganut: piyuq angikliyuumiriami pittaarninnga iliuraigiami
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga ihumaalutigiyauyut ihumaliurniqmut Kugluktumut
atauttimut, inuknullu Kugluktumi,
 Ihuatqiyauyunut: piyut ukununnga himmautingit umunnga nunallaanut napatjutingit
iliuraihimayumullu avatinga uqariami piniaruknarhiumut Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
pittaarningit, unalu
 Aulapkaitjutiutingit: piyut ukununnga atannguyaliqinirmut himmautingit, atannirniqmut
unalu himmautingit umunnga maligat ilumuurutingit ikayuqtuq iniqtirninnganut uma
Kugluktup Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq.
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Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit ihumagiyut una ihumaliurut piyauniaqtuq,
uqaqtautjutiluni aallanguqtitauyuq Katimayiuyunit Haamlatkunnit Kugluktuup,
kingulliqpaami pipkaiyauyuq naunaitkutakhaq upalungaiyariami Kugluktuk Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Ayurhautigiyakhanginnik. Una ihumaliurut ihumagiyakhaq
aatlatqiinguyut aallanut ihumaliurutauyut maligatlu titiqqat, unalu Kugluktup Nunallaanga
Ihumaliurut unalu Kugluktup Kuunga Munariniq Ihumaliurut. Tamna ihumaliurutaut
ihivriuqtauyukhaugaluarlu qakunnguraangat nutaanguqtivaklunilu tahapkuat
atuquyauyut atuliqtitauyut nutaallu naunaitkutat umuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik Kugluktumi piinarialaqikpat.
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3. Havauhikhaqmut Naittumik Naunaitkutinga
Nunavut Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Havaqatigiikniq
Qaffinguqtut 10nik ukiunik, inuit ungahiktumit ukiuqtaqturmit, Nunavulluaq kihimi,
ilihimayut tautukhutiklu aallanngurninnga nunagiyamiknik. Amigaittuq aallangurninnga
naunaiyarhimayuq naunarhimayunik piplugu, kihimi ilitturiharniq nunallaaq ilitariyaat
ukiuqtaqtuq
naunaiqtaa
hivulliqmi
ayurhautigiyanginnik
uminnga
Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga. Tamna qunngiaqtauhimayuq ayurhautigiyanginnik aallanguqtuq
aktikkulaanganiklu,
kihimi
tamainnit
angiqtauhimayuq
qanuritaakhaanganik
akhuurutauyut aallangurninngit piliqtuq qanuritaakhaanganik ukiuqtaqtuqmiutaq
hilanganik. Hapkuat aallangurninngit talvunnga ayurhautigiyait “qiqungayut” ukuatlu
“qiqumanngittut” avatilirininngit piliraangat, hakugitqiyautigiyaa atauhirmi ukiumi
piliqattarninnga inuuhirmut ukiuqtaqtumi.
Nuna imarlu tamarmik aatjikutamik
pipkaitjutauyut hapkunannga aallangurutautigiyauyunit. Tamna akhuurutauyuq
ihariagininnga ittunik avatikput, umannga qangaraaluknitamik tautuktuuyaarningit,
ukuatlu
ilitquhiunngittut
tautuktuuyaarningit,
piliuqtuq
Ayurhautigiyanginnik
pipkaitjutigiyaa qanuqtut tamaita ukiuqtaqtuqmiutat inuuyut, havaktut ilaanilu
“inuuvaktut” alappaarnaqpiaqtumi ukiuqtaqtuqmik avativut.
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga uuktuutigiyaa ihariagininnga nunaryuaptikni ikikliyuumiutiniq
pinahuarniq nakuuqpiaqtumik pigiami ikikliyuumiutigiyuq ayurhautinga ukiuqtaqtumi,
huliluqaaklu.
Talvanilu
hungiutiginiq
kiutjutingit
ilitariyauyut
uqariami
Ayurhautigiyanginnik umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga umani nunagiyamikni
nalunairutingiyanganik Ukiuqtaqtumi.
Avatiliriyikkut, Nunavut Kavamatkut tatja havaktut havaqatigiikhugik
Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit Kaanata (NRCan), Kaantamiutat Timiqutigiyangit
Ihumaliuqtiuyunut (CIP), Inuuliriyiituqakkut Kaanatami (INAC), Nunavunmi ittut
nunallaangit, allatlu ilauyumayullu uminnga Nunavunmi Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Havaqatigiiktut .
Ilauyuqlu
umani
havaami
havauhikhat
ihuatqiyauyut
umunnga
Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq nunagiyamikni nalunairutingiyanganik. Kugluktuk
tikkuaqtauyuq atauhiuyuq tallimanit nunallaanit ilaugiamikni umani Nunavut Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq havauhikhaqmut piliuriami nunamikni
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq.
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Hunaukmat Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq?
Aallanguqtilirniq hilaup ilitquhia imaatut ittuq piqarniaqtuq akhuurutauyuq himmautingit
umunnga nunamut, imarmut, nauttianut huratjanullu. Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik naunaiqtuq ukiuqtaqtumi. Una uuktuutigilugu, nunaup
puvitquumannga amigaittuni-ukiunik tariuq mahaliqtuqlu, nuna imaqlu aallannguliqtuq,
tariumlu imaqquqtuhivallianingalu angikliyuumiliqtuq . Nunavummiut uqaqtaat nauttiatlu
nauliqtut upinngalihaaliraangattauq, nutaallu tautuknaittut nauttiat tautuknarhiyut
nunavunmi tautuknaituugaluami. Huratjatlu qablunaat nunagiyamiknit – ukunatut
tuktuvait, qablunaatitut taiyauyut coyote-nik, qakuqtanik pamiulgit qungit ukuallu
qablunaatitut taiyauyut cougar-nik - nuuliqtut ungahiktumut ukiuqtaqtumut.
Ukiuqtaqtuqmiutat huratjat iqalukpit, tuktut, nanullu naunailiqtuq angutikhat pitquhingit
piyuq aallaanguliqtumit avatikput, piliqmat aallanguqtiliqmat hilakput .
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq ikayuutauyuq ikayuriami
nunallaat upalungaiyautikhanganik kiugiamilu piniaruknarhiumik Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Ayurhautigiyanginnik. Atuqtakhamik ilaunnginnarialik hapkuninnga
ihariagiyauninnganik:
 Naunaiyainiq Kugluktup Ihumaalutigiyauyut unalu Ayurhautigiyanginnik
 Naunaiyainiq kiutjutautigiyauniaruknarhiunik
 Ihuarhailuni Hivulliutigiyakhat kiutjutautigiyauniaruknarhiunik
 Piliurluni Tikinnahuarutinik Naunaitkutauyut Qangaraaluknitanik Ukiungani
kiutjutautigiyukhamik
 Piliurluni Aulapkaitjutinganut Maligaq
 Munarilugit Naunaiyarlugiklu Qanuritaakhaanganik una Aulapkaitjutinganut
Atuqtakhanganik
 Ihivriuqlugu Ihuarhilugulu Atuqtakhanganik
Akhuurutauyuq ilanganik kingulliqpaangani iniqtirninnga uminga ikayuutautinganik
atuliriami inuit atuqpaktamiknik ayuittiarhimayangillu naunaiyariami
kiutjutautiginiaruknarhiuyunik, ihuarhilugik hivulliutigiyauyukhat kiutjutautinik, piliurlunilu
ihumaliurutauyut maliktakhat atuliqtiriamikmut.
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq uuminnga ilauniaruknarhiuq
Atuquyauyut uuktuutiniq atuqtauyunik qanurlu pivagait kiutjutiuyut umunnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Ayurhautigiyanginnik, ukunatut qanuqtut piliuriami
nipallilaqiryuaqqat hilalugyuaqqat imaq kuvikvikhanganik piqaqtuq pittaarninnganut
nipalukyuamut atuqtauyukhaq, atuquyauyuniklu qanuqtut piliuriami nunallaani
pittaarninnganut upalungaiyariami Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
ayurhautiginiaruknarhiyanginnik .
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Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga ikikliyuumirniqmut ihumaliurniq, nunallaani ittut
ikikliyuumiutiniq puyuum anialailaqutaa anianiit ilaunngittuq pitquyautingani uma
havauhikhaq, ilaunngittuq pitquyautimut umunnga havauhikhaqmut. Apirhuutauyut
ihumagiyamikniklu piyut ukununnga ikikliyuumiutit uqaqtauyut inuknit uqaqatigiiktillutik
talvunuuna, talvuuna naunaiqniaqtuq ilitturiyuumirumayut umuuna Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga ikikliyuumiutikhanganik, qanurlu Kugluktuk ikikliyuumiqtaaqtaat
anialailaqutaanik ikayurriami maniliqinirmut ikikliyuumirhimayumit alruyaqtuutinik
atuqninngannik.

Havauhikhaqmut Qanurittaakhaanganik
Elisabeth Arnold unalu Ken Johnson ayuittiaqhimayut ihumaliuqtiuyut, tamarmik 20nik
ukiunik ihumaliurnikkut ayuittamiknik tamaqpiangani Kaanatami. Elisabeth Ken-lu
tamarmik ilauyut uumani Kaanatamiutat
Timiqutigiyangit
Ihumaliuqtiuyunut
(qablunaatitut naittumik CIP).
Una Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit uqaqatigiyait
amigaittunik inuknik ilauqatigiiktuuqatauyumayullu piyut nunallaani inirniriinik
angayukhiuyut sikuuqtunut, ukuaklu nunami ittut avikturhimayunilu Nunavut
Kavamatkunni ayuittiarhimayut Avatiliriyikkunnit; Ilinniaqtuliriyikkunnit;
Nunalingni
Kavamatkunnilu Pivikhaqautikkutnut; Munarhiliqiyikkut Inuuhiriknirmullu; ukuatlu
Pitquhiliqiyikkut, Uqauhitigut, Inirniriit Inuulramiitlu Havakvinganit. Ihumaliuqtiuyut
Havaktingit
uqaqatigiiktaitlu
Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit
Kaanata
hunavaluknik
ilitturinahuaqtiuyullu pigiamikni tautuktuuyaarningit umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik
ihuatqiyauyuq Kugluktumut. Tamaat havaaq
piyut
havaqatigiikhutik inuit Kugluktumiutanik.
14nik tatqirhiutinik, Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit pulaaqtut Kugluktumut tallimaqtuiqhutik
qinirhiagiamikni naunaiyaikhamiknik Kugluktumiutanit inmikkut tautukhugu umunnga
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Ayurhautigiyanginnik, himmiutiplutiklu ihumaliuqtamiknik
umuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq.
Tallimauyut aquitjutimiknik taiguagakhat iliuraqhimayuq umunnga havaktakhanginnut
naunaitkutami A. Huuq pulaarutigiyaat naunairhimayuq umani:
Hivulliqmi Kugluktumut Pulaaramik– Naunaipkainiq - March 24mit – 26mut, 2009mi
 Kugluktuq takuyaqtuqtaat
 Katimaqataugiamikni Kugluktup Haamlangat Katimayiinganut
 Katimaqatigiyait Nunavut Kavamatkunni havaktut
 Katimaqatigiyait Haamlatkunni Havaktut
7
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Katimaqatigiyait aallat Kugluktukmiutat ilauqatigiiktuuqatauyumayullu

Tuglianik Kugluktumut Pulaaramik- Naunaipkaitjutikhanginnik Pulaarniq - Aagasi 17mit
– 21mut, 2009mi
 Ilauqatauyumayut inuit katimagiamikni
 Katimaqatigiyait nutaat Kugluktumi ilauqatigiigumayunik
 Naalautikkut naalaklutik ihumagiyamiknik hivayaqtuiyut
 Kugluktuq takuyaqtuqtaat NRCAN-kut havaktingitlu
 Inuulramiit Inirniriitlu Hunavaluknik Ihivriuqniq Maniqqami tuhaqtipkainiq
uqaqatigiikhutiklu
Pingahuanik Kugluktumut Pulaaramik–Kiutjutimik Pivallianiq - Nuvaipa 16mit – 19mut,
2009mi
 Ilauqatauyumayut inuit katimagiamikni
 Naalautikkut naalaklutik ihumagiyamiknik hivayaqtuiyut
 Angayukhiit Iliharvingat ilihaqtut inirniriitlu katimatjut
 Angayukhiit Iliharvingat ilihaqtut uqaqtiuyuniklu ikayurniq (tuglianik pingahuaniklu
pulaarniqmi)
 Inuknut niripkainiq miitiqhutiklu
Hitamautinganik Kugluktumut Pulaaramik- Inirhimaittuq Ihumaliurniq Inuknut
Naunaipkainiq - March 1mit – 4mut, 2010mi
 Ilauqatauyumayut inuit katimagiamikni
 Naalautikkut naalaklutik ihumagiyamiknik hivayaqtuiyut
 Angayukhiit Iliharvingatilihaqtut Ilihainiq
 Inuknut niripkainiq miitiqhutiklu tunigiami inirhimaittuq ihumaliurut
Kingulliqpaami Kugluktumut Pulaaramik- Tuniyauniq Ihumalirutmik - May 11mit –
14mut, 2010
 Naunaipkainiq Kugluktup Haamlatkunni Katimayiinginnut
 Ilauqatauyumayut inuit katimagiamikni
 Naalautikkut naalaklutik ihumagiyamiknik hivayaqtuiyut
 Angayukhiit Iliharvingatilihaqtut Ilihainiq
 Inuknut niripkainiq miitiqhutiklu tunigiami kingulliqpaaq ihumaliurut
Ihumaliulirninnga
Tamarmik hapkuat pulaarniq piyuq angikliyuumiriami ilihimaniinnga una Ihumaliuqtiuyut
Havaktingit umuuna piyuq ihumaalutigiyauyut umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
8
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atuliqtaik inuit Kugluktuqmiutat. Inmikkuqtut katimayiuyullu miitiutirniq naunaiyaqtaa
Kugluktuqmiutat pihimayut amigaittunik aallatqiinguyunik qanuq ihumagiyangit
ihumaalutigiyanginniklu umuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
ayurhautiginiaruknarhiyaanik uminnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Kugluktumut. Ilangit
inuit naunaiqtiyaa ukpiriuqnaiqniq umuuna huuq piyuq unalu
ayurhautiginiaruknarhiyangit Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga, ilaittauq ihumaalukpiaqhutik
umuuna ayurhautigiyanginnik nunamik imaqmiklu, nunagiyamikniklu.
Tamaita Ilauqatauyumayut uqaqtamiknik akhut ihumagiyauyut Ihumaliuqtiuyut
Havaktinginnit. Piqaqtuq malruuk nakuuqpiaqtut pivikhaqaqtuq ayuiriami Kugluktumit:
hivulliqpaanga aullarmata Hunavaluknik Ihivriuqniq Maniqqami Imiqmi Aagasi 2009mi,
tugliattauq una ilihaqtut-inirniriit Ilihainiq umani Kugluktumi Angayukhiit Iliharvingat
Nuvaipa 2009mi. Hapkuat quviahuutauyut naunaiyaqtaa ilumuurutingit
atauttimuuriamikni inirniriit Inuulramiitlu Kugluktumi uqautigitillugik inirniriit tautukningit
ilihimayamikniklu piyuq uqautiginikkut pitquhinginnginnik, unalu hunavaluknik ihivriuqniq
uminnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga.
Aagasi 2009mi Imiqmi Hunavaluknik ihivriuqtillugik maniqqamiitillutik tamna
Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit, havaqatigiikhutik NRCan-kunnit nalunaqtunik ihivriuqtiuyuq
Rod Smith, ilauyuq ikayuutautimik uqaramik umuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik Kugluktumi. Maniqqamiihuiramik, ilihaqtut apiriyauyut
apirhuquiplugik inirniriinik qanuqtut tautuktamiknik umuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga.
Hapkuat nagliknaqtunik apirhuutingit ilaliutihimayuq naunairvinga B-mi. Tamna
Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit qunngiaqtaik inirniriit uqaqtaat angitqiyauyumik
ihumaalutimik umuuna ayurhautigiyanginnik umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
ihumaalugiyaat hivuninga Kugluktup apirhuqtaugamik inuulramiinit qimilruqtauyuq
atjikutariurhuni uqaqtamiknik Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktinginnut.
Tamna Ilihainiq katimatjutigiyaat Angayukhiit Iliharvingani Nuvaipa 2009mi,
katimapkaiyut Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit pipkaitjutigiyaalu pivikhaqautikhamik
inuulramiinut inirniriinullu havaqatigiigiamiknik naunaiyarlugu Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik kiutjutigiyauniaruknarhiyangit naunairhimayuq Kugluktumut.
Tamna Ilihainiq atuqtut aatlatqiinik piksanik piksaqaqtuq ilitarigiami ihumaalutigiyauyut
unalu ayurhautigiyanginnik piyuq umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Kugluktumi
apirigiamikni ihumaliuqtamiknik kiutjutikhaq umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga.
“naunaitkutaq ihumagilluaqtamiknik” 1 uuktuut atuqtauyuq ilitarigiamikni ilauyup
1

Una “naunaitkutaq ihumagilluaqtamiknik” uuktuut pipkaiyuq tunipluni katimaqatauyut qaffinik nipitqaqtuutiliknik
naunaiktutannuanik naunaiyariamikni kitu ihumagilluaqtamiknik aatlatqiinut tikkuaqtakhanginnik. Una uuktuut
pipkaitjutaunginnarialik pivikhaqautimik angikliyuumiutigiami ilauqatigiikniqmik katimaqatiuyunut miitiqtillugik,
pipkaigiamilu quulitqiyauyumik nalunaitkutinganik naunaitkut hivulliutigiyakhanginnik.
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hivulliutigiyangit atuliqtiriami aulapkaitjutinganik. Qanuriliurninnga una uuktuut aatlanut
uqaqtauyuq Kugluktumiutanut miitiqtillugik unnuktumi.
Ihumaalutigiyauyut piyut ukununnga tamarmik akhuuqninnga avativut unalu Kugluktup
inuuhinga ihivriuqtauyut ilauyunit Kugluktumi katimakmata, ukuatlu
kiutjutauniaruknarhiyut piyut ukununnga tamarmik ihuatqiyauyunut Kugluktuup
pittaarninnganut akhuurutauyut ihumaliuqvikhaq umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Hungiutivallianiq. Katimaqatauyut apiriyauyut ilaluni nutaanik ihumaalutigiyauyut
Kiutjutautingillu naunaiyaqtaaqtaiknik. Talvannga apiriyauyut piliuquyut
hivulliutigiyauyukhat havaliriamikni piyuq ilitariyamiknik qilamiurutauyukhat
ikayuutauniaruknarhiyuq Hungiutivallianiq ayurhautigiyauyuq kiutjutimik atuqhuni
uminnga “naunaitkutaq ihumagilluaqtamiknik” uuktuut.
Talvannga pingahunik pulaarmata, Nuvaipa, 2009mi, inirhimaittuq Kugluktumi Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq piliuqtauyuq ukunannga
Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit, naunaiqtauyuq Kugluktuup uqaqtamiknit pihimayut
ukunannga Uqautigiyakhanginnik uuktuutigiyakhanginnik. Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut
Havaktingit ihumagiyangillu uqaqtamiknik malruuknit Nalunaqtunik Ihivriuqniq
Taiguagakhat pipkaiyut NRCan-kunnit, ihumaliuqtiuyunillu naunaiyaqtamiknit
ilihimayamikniklu. Tamna inirhimaittuq ihumaliurut tuniyauyuq ukununnga
havauhikhaqmut-ilauqatigiiktuuqatauyumayullu hivumuuqtumik hitamauyunik
pulaarmata.
Hitamauyumik pulaarmata, March 1mit- 4mut, 2010mi, Kugluktumiutat apiriyauyut
ilitariquyauyut hivulliutigiyauyukhanik, , inirvikhaatigut ingilraanikk hivuliqtiyukhaniklu
munariyukhat umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq kiutjutingit
aulapkaitjutingit maliktakhat naunairhimayuq inirhimaittumi ihumaliurutimi. Apiriyauyut
ihumalugu qilamiurninnga uqariami ayurhautigiyauniaruknarhiyut Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnganut, naunairhimaniaruknarhiyuq Hungiutivallianiq ayurhautinga
kiutjutaut, unalu kangirhinaqtut atuqtauninngit atuliqtiriami havaariyakhanga.
Kugluktumiutat apiriyauyut ilitariquplugik kiutjutauyut ihuanngittut piinariaruknarhiuq
aulapkaitjutikhaq Kugluktumi, kiutjutingit piliqtut, atlatlu kiutjutautingit ilauyukhaugaluat
ihumaliurutimi.
Tamna kingulliqpaanga Kugluktumi Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Ihumaliurniq tautuktuuyaaqtaa qanuqtut ihumagiyamiknik Kugluktumut pulaarmata
pulaaramik hitamauyunik, uqaqtanginniklu Nunavut Kavamatkunnit Haamlatkut
ayuittiaqhimayunit havaktinginnit, ihumaliuqtiuyullu inmiknik naunaiyaqtamiknik
ayuitamiknitlu.
10
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4. Kugluktumi Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Ihumaliurniq
Ilitaritjut Ihumaalutigiyauyunik, Ayurhautigiyanginnik Kiutjutautingillu
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga ihumaalutigiyauyut unalu ayurhautigiyanginnik
naunaiyaqtauyuq Kugluktumi ilitariyauyut apirhuramik katimaplutiklu Kugluktumiutanik,
inirniriillu, inuulramiillu ayuittiaqtuniklu. Ihumaliuqtiuyut tuniyauyullu hivulliqmi nanigamik
ihivriuqtiuyunit ukunannga NRCan-kunnit. Talvuunalu, Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit
tuniyauyut naunaitkutamik titiqqamik piyuq umunnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtiriniaruknarhiuyunik ayurhautiuyut Nunavunmi piyuqlu Kugluktumut. Tamaita
hapkuat naunaitkutiuyut, naunaiyaqtangillu ihumaliuqtiuyuniut pulaaqtillugik, ilauyut
uqaqtamiknik qanurlu ihumagiyamiknik umunnga ihumaliurunmut.
Kugluktuqmiutat tuniyut uqaqtakhamiknik qanuqlu ihumagiyamiknik apirhuiyiuyumut,
Ilauqatauyumayut miitiqtipkaiplutik, katimaplutik uqaqatigiikmata inuulramiit
hunavaluknik ihivriurahuat maniqqamiitillutik, inirniriit-Inuulramiit Ilihainiq Angayukhiit
Sikuurvingani, Kugluktumut miitiqtipkaikmatalu. Kugluktumiutat piyut
hivulliutigiyakhangit ihumaalutigiyauyunik piyuq qayangnaittumik aullaariamikni
maniqqami tariumilu, naunairiamilu Kugluktup imanga nipallulaqiryuaraangallu
kuviqpingat piyuq ihariaginingit Kugluktumut.
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga nalunaqtunik ihivriuqniq ihumaalutigiyauyut ilitariyauyut
ukunuuna hivulliqpaami qunngiarninnganik talvunnga pulaarmata
taigualiurhimayamikniklu uma Rod Smith (Aagasi 2009mi) taigualiurhimayamikniklu
uma Thomas S. James et al (2009mi) Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit Kaanata (taiguagakhat
ilaliutihimayut naunairvingani G). Hapkuat hivulliuyut naunaiyainit titiraqhimayuq
hapkuninga:
 Amigairlugik maniqqami-ittunik naunaiyailuni naunairlugiklu ihariagiyauniaqtuq
naunaiqtinnagik ilaliutitinnagit ukuat piliurninnga/Hungiutivallianiq Maligaq;
 Hivulliqpaangit naunaiyainingit atuqtaulluarniaqtuq ilitarigiami ilihimaningit
ihariagiyangit/apluqtautingillu atuqtaunnginnarialgit ikayuriami Ihumaliulirninnga;
unalu
 tarriuqmi-nalunairutingiyanganik imaukkakninga aulapkaitjutingit piliurhimayut
hivullirutikhanginnik uqaqtakhanginnik umuuna Ayurhautigiyanginnik tariuqnalunairutingiyanganik aallanguqtirininnganik ikikliyuumirniaruknarhininnga
naunaitkutangit atuliqtitaugiami.
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Ihumagilluaqtauhimayut ilitariyauyut allanik naunaiyariamikni ihivriuqtiuyunit hapkuat:
ihariagiyangit piliuriami hikunnga nunami ahiruqtaalaqiliqtuni ittut, piliurniq
kuviqpakhanganik ihumaliurluni piliriami Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga ittunik,
hukhaunngiqtaililuni Kugluqtup imaqtuutiqarvinganik.
Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit hivulliutigiyaa hapkuat ihumaalutigiyauyut
pingahuuyunik aviktiqhugik:
 Ihuatqiyauyunut ihumaalutigiyauyut Kugluktumi: halumaiqtaiplugu
imaqtuutiqarvinga, pittaarninnganut nipallulaqiryuaraangat imaqtuutinga,
pittaarninga nuna ahiruqtirininnga;
 Ihumaalutigiyauyut nunami tariuqmilu: aaniqtailiniq aullaaliraangat nunami
tariuqmilu: unalu
 Kugluktumi pittaarninnganut ihumaalutigiyauyut: piqalluannginmat ihumaliurniq
pittaarninnganik Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga hakuirninnga ihumaliuliraikpat.

Tamarmiknut ihumaalutigiyauyut unalu ayurhautigiyanginnik naunaiqtauyut,
kiutjutautiniaruknarhiyangit Hungiutivallianiq ihumaliuqtauyut Kugluktumiutanit,
naunaiqtauyut NRCan taiguangannit, unaluuniit atuquyauyut ukunannga
Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit. Tamarmik kiutjutauyut hivulliutipkaiyut piyuq
hivulliutigiyauyukhat naunaittuni qilamiuqtakhaq ihuatqiaruknarhiuyumut
Hungiutivallianiq ayurhautigiyuq kiutjutautimut.
Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit apiriut qanuq ihumagiyanginnik tamainnit
ilauqatigiiktuuqatauyumayullu kiklikharilluanganut umunnga aulapkaitjutinganik
umunnga Atuquyauyut Havaktakhat, ukuatlu qanuqtut ihumagiyanginnik kitunut
piyunnautikhanga (inukmut timiqutigiyauyumulluuniit) piyakhaa hivuliqtiutiniq,
ihuatqiyauyut havaat aatlatqiinguyunut ilauqatigiiktuuqatauyumayullu,
qanurittaakhanganiklu atuqtauyut Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
havauhikhat.
Piqaqtuq qaffiuyunik hakugikninnga angikliyuumiriami ihumaliurninnga umunnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq Kugluktumi. Piqaqtuq hakugiktunik amihuuninnga,
inirniriit unalu inuulramiit ilauyumayut paqigiamikni ihuarhitjutikhanik, unalu
ihuatqiyauyunut ayuittiarniq akhuuqniqlu inuknit havaat munariniqaqtut Kugluktumi.
Nakuuqpiaq uuktuut uminnga akhurutautimik ikayurninnga havaangalu piyut Kugluktup
Angayukhiit Iliharvingat Ilinniaqtuliqiyikkutlu havaktingit tuniyut pivikhaqautinga
umunnga Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit atayukhaq Kugluktumut.
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Amigaittuqlu nunangani pittaarninnganut ihumaalutigiyauyut atuqtaat Kugluktup
akhuurutauniaqtuq atuliqtiriami uminnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Ihumaliurniq kayumiktumi ihuaqtumiklu piyakhaq. Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit
uukturaluaqtuq tunigiami aatlatqiinik ittunik, pittaaqtunik atuquyauniq havaamut,
piliurhimayuq havaqatigiikhugik inuit Kugluktuqmiutat. Talvuunalu, atuliqtitaugiami
hanalrutit qanuqtutlu piyangit piumayangit angikliyuumiriami pittaarninganik
Kugluktumut upalungaiyariamikni Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyauniaruknarhiyanganik.

Atuquyauyut Havaktakhat
Tamna havaakhaq naunairutigiya angiyumik uqarumayamiknik piyut Kugluktumiutanit
unalu ihuatqiyauyunut ikayuutimik tunihimayuq ukunannga NRCan nalunaqtunik
ihivriuqtiuyut atauhiqmi ukiumi hitamauyuniklu Kugluktumut pulaarmata. Tamna
Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit piliuqtuq Atuquyauyut Havaktakhat piyuq naunaitkutinga
una uqarumayamiknik, naunaitkutakhaqlu hunavaluit piyut umunnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Nunavunmi ihuatqiyauyuqlu Kugluktumut, naunaiyarhimayamiknik
pulaarmata Kugluktumut .
Tamna havaakhaq ilitariyuq tamaitaungittut atuquyauyut aatjikutauyumik
qilamiurutauyukhat, ikiklihimayuq inuit kiinauyaliqininngillu ikayuutikhangit piinarialik
uqariamikni naunairhimayuq Hilaup Aallanguqtiriaruknarhiuyunik hakuitjutiuyut. Tamna
havaakhaq pitquya havaktakhat atuliqtitauniaqtut atauhiqmi malruukniluuniit ukiunik
uqariami akhuulluaqtauyut ihumaalutigiyauyut, upalungaiyariamilu Kugluktuk uqariami
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga ihumaalutigiyauyut qakugunnuaq. Allat atuquyauyut
ilitariyauyut qitiani (pingahunik hitamanikluuniit ukiunik) amigaitqiyauyunikluuniit
(hitamanik amigaitqiyauyunikluuniit ukiunik) qanuritaakhat ikayuutautikhat pipkaigumi.
Tamna Atuquyauyut Havaktakhat ihuarhaqhimayut pingahuuyunik ihuarutinginnik:
 Kugluktup Pittaarninnganut: piyut ukununnga angikliyuumiqtuq pittaarninnganut
ilaliutigiami Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga ihumaalutigiyauyut ihumaliurunmut
nunallaamut iluittumik piluni, inuillu Kugluktumi,
 Ihuatqiyauyunut: piyut ukununnga himmautingit umunnga nunallaat napatjutingit
piliurhimayunik avatinga uqariami pittaaqtumik Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
hakuitjutauyut, unalu
 Aulapkaitjutininnga: piyut ukununnga ataniutigiyauyumut himmautinga,
piyunnautingit unalu himmautingit umunnga maliganut ilumuurutingillu ikayuqtuq
aulapkaitjutinganut Kugluktup Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Ihumaliurniq.
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Tamna Ihumaliuqtiuyut Havaktingit ihumagiyut una havaakhaq piyauniaqtuq,
uqautigilugu himmiqtauyukhaqlu Katimayiuyunit Haamlatkunnit Kugluktup,
kingulliqpaamilu atuqtauyuq naunaitkutakhamik upalungaiyariami Kugluktuk
piniaruknarhiumik una Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Ayurhautigiyanginnik. Una havaakhaq
ihumagiyauyukhaugaluaq atlatqiinguluni aallanut havaakhat maliktakhaniklu titiqqat,
ukuaklu Kugluktup Nunagiyanganik Havaakhaq unalu Qurlungalu Munarinikkut
Havaakhaq. Tamna havaakhaq ihivriuqtauyukhaugaluaqlu nutaanguqtiliqluni
qakunnguraikpat tahapkuat atuquyauyut atuliqtitaugiami nutaaniklu naunaitkutat
ukunuuna Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Ayurhautigiyanginnik Kugluktumi
inihakpaigaangat.
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Kugluktup Pittaarninnganut
Ihumaalutigiyauyut

Ayurhautigiyanginnik

Kiutjutautinga

Hivulliutauninga

Qakugu

Ilihimalluangitmata Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga
piniaruknarhiyuq
Ayurhautigiyanginnik.

Ihumaliurniq pivaktuq pihimaittumik
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
pipkarhimaittumik, talvuuna
Kugluktuk
upalunngaihimainniaqtuq.

Ilihainiq Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Kugluktumi Hivuliqtiuyunut
ayuittiaqhimayunullu Haamlangat GNkunnilu piyukhaq ayuqtunut.
Kugluktumi, Angayukhiit Iliharvingat
inirniriit Ilihainiq umuuna Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga.
Piliurluni Kugluktumi nunannga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga havaqatigiikniqmut
aallanut uqariami ikayuutingit
naunaitkutinginniklu.

Angivallaamik

1-2
ukiunik

Angivallaamik

1-2
ukiunik

Angivallaangittumik

3-4
ukiunik

Ilitarilugik havaktingit havaangit
munariyukhat ukununnga Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq
Kugluktumi.
Ilitarilugik akhut havaktut havaktingit
umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
havaanganut.
Piliurluni ihumaliurutimik
ikikliyuumiriami havaktut himmautingit
angikliyuumiriami aturhimaarninnga
ilihimaniqmut
Aallangurlugik angunahuarniq
pitquhingit hungiutigiami umunnga
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
Ayurhautigiyanginnik.
Ihuarhaqlugik himmiqlugiklu
qayangnaqtut ingilrayaangit.
Piliurlugu kuukap ingilrayaangillu
munariniq
naunaiqtitautjutikhanginniklu.
Piluni nakuuyunik aullaarutikhanik
tariuqmi aullaariami auyannguraangat
ukiumilu.

Angivallaamik

1-2
ukiunik

Angivallaangittumik

3-4
ukiunik

Angivallaangittumik

3-4
ukiunik

GN-kut

Angivallaamik

1-2
ukiunik

Angivallaamik

1-2
ukiunik
1-2
ukiunik

Haamlangat
Anguhiqiitkut Timiqutigiyangit GN-kut Inuknik
Tammarhimayut Qinirhiayut (tatja tuniliqtut
GPS-nik)
GN-Avatiliriyikkut Annguhiqiingit
GN-kut havakvingat Nungulaittuliqiyikkut
Pivallianiq Pulaarvingillu (naunairlugu
atuquyauningit umani Inirhimaittuq
Munariniqmut Ihumaliurut Qurluqmut)

Piqalluanginmat inuknik
kiinauyaniklu ikayuutikhat
qiniriami ilihimaniqmik unalu
atuliqtiriami ihuarhautikhanik.

Piqalluanginmat “nanminiriniq”
ihumaalutigiyauyuq nunamikni
nalunairutingiyanganik.

Aallangurliqtuq hila anurininnga,
ukuaklu pirhiqtuq
nipallulaqininnga, qilaminnuaq
hikuirninnga kuukaplu
avatqutinga hikunahaaqtuqlu
Nakuuyumik piinarialaqininnga
angunahuarniqmut,
iqalukhiurniqmut ulapqiviuyunilu.
Piqalluanginmat irinahuknirmut
kiutjutautiutinginnik.

Ihumaalutigiyauyut
kiutjutautikhaniaruknarhiut
havaktaunngittut.

Nalunaqhiyut qayangnarhiyullu
aturninnga maniqqami, kuukami
tariuqmilu.
Amigailiqtuq aaniqtunik huiqtuniklu
aaniqtuqaraangat.
Piqalluanginmat Kugluktumiutat
ilaugiamikni angunahuarniqmut.
Ikiklikmata qayangnarmatalu
ingilrayaangit atuqtaungingit

Angivallaamik
Angivallaangittumik

3-4
ukiunik

AtuquyauyutHivuliqtiuninga
Munarininngitlu/Tatja/Qanurittuq
Haamlangat – ihuarhiyukhat
NRCan – ilihapkaigiamikni
GN-Avatilirinikkut manikharviliuqtukhanik,
Ilihainiq ikayuriami iniqtirininnganut
GN-Avatilirinikkut Ilinniaqtuliriyikkut
piliuriamikni ayuirhagakhanik
ilihaitjutikhanginniklu
Haamlangat munariyukhat ihuarhaininganut
ikayurlugiklu
GN-kunni Havakvingit ukunannga GIS unalu
Avatilirinikkut allanut uqariamikni
naunaitkutingit
GN-kut unalu Haamlangat
angikliyuumiutiyukhaq havaatigut
Qanurittaakhaanganik ilitarilugiklu
kiunnaqtunik
GN-kut unalu Haamlangat

Tamaita timiqutauyut ikayuqtukhaugaluat
piliuriami tuhaqtipkaitjutinik maligakhanginnik.
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qakunnguraangat ukiumi
(Qurluqmullu ingilrayaangit).
Ayurnarhiliqpiaqtuq
angunahuariami huratjanik.

Aallanguliqtut huratjat.

Ihuarhilugu itqurnarutit, qunngiarniq
naunaipkainingalu tariup hikuplu
qanuritaakhanik.
Aallanik huratjanik
angunahuaqpaklutik aatjikutaliriami
aallanguqtirininga huratjat.
Atuliqtiffaarlirlugu Kugluktup
qiqittivikyuanga.

Angivallaangittumik

3-4
ukiunik

Mikkauvallaaq

4+
ukiunik

Mikkauvallaaq

4+
ukiunik

Kugluktumiutat
Haamlangat
Annguhiqiitkut
GN-kut havakvingat Nungulaittuliqiyikkut
Pivallianiq Pulaarvingillu (naunairlugu
atuquyauningit umani Inirhimaittuq
Munariniqmut Ihumaliurut Qurluqmut)
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Ihuatqiyauyunut Ihumaalutigiyauyut
Ihumaalutig
iyauyut

Ayurhautigiyanginnik

Kiutjutautinga

Maniqqami
Qayangnaqn
inga

Akuniraalukmik atayumik milvik umiakkutlu
agyaqtunik.

Piluni hunavaluk kiviktuq ataanut qitianit nunap
naunaiyariami ihivriuriamilu ahiruqtauninnga
aatlatqiini ittunik Kugluktumi milvinganilu
umiap tuluktarvinganilu.
Ihivriuqlugik tamaita igluqpat Kugluktumi
naunaiyariami qanuraaluk tunngavingit
ahiruqtiqtut.
Piluni hikuinnalik nuna qanuritaakhaanganik
ihumagilugik piliuqtakhamiknut.
Ihuarhaqlugik piliurluni nutaanik
ingilrayaafikhanik.

Qayangnairlugik igluqpangit nunallaani
napatjutingillu hikuqaryuaqtut nunangani.

Hivulli
utauni
nga
Angivall
aamik

Qakugu

Atuquyauyut Hivuliqtiuninga unalu
Havaangit/Tatja/Qanurittuq

1-2 ukiunik

GN-EDT
Nunavunmi ittut Milvingit

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

GN-Igluliqiyiryuakkunni
Nanminiqaqtunut

Angivall
aamik
Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

3-4 ukiunik

Ihivriuqlugik atuqtauyut ahiruqtaaringit
nutaanut NRCan ninaa naunaitkutinganik.

Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aamik

GN-CGS
Haamlangat
Haamlangat uuktuqtukhat manikhanginnik
GN-EDT tuniyukhaq manikharvikhanginnik
GN- kut havakvingat Nungulaittuliqiyikkut
Pivallianiq Pulaarvingillu (naunairlugu
atuquyauningit umani Inirhimaittuq Munariniqmut
Ihumaliurut Qurluqmut)
Kugluktuk ilauyukhaqlu
Haamlangat

Angikliyuumiqlugu ninaa ahiruqtailininnganik
uminnga allanik nunamik ahiruqtaillitjutiuyut
puut uyaranik hiuraniklunit iliuraqhimayunik.
Naunairlugu havauhikhaqmut hinaa
aatlanngurninnga umuuna ahiruqtailininnganik

Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aangittu

3-4 ukiunik

Igluqpiliuruiqluni nuna ahiruqtiliqtumi.
Nuullugit igluqpat nunat ahiruqtiliqtunit
naptuniqmut nunamut.
Himmiqlugik ihuarhaqlugilluuniit ahiruqtiliqtut
igluqpait tunngavingit.
Hinaa
Ahiruqtiqtuq

Ikikliyuumiqtuq auyami hikup qaanga,
ikikliyuumiqtuqlu hinaa hikunnga piyuq
angikliyuumiqtunut malikmik unalu
piqaruknarhiyuq hinaa naptuninnga
ihumaalutigiyauyut.
Kingiktuq hinaa kiklinga Ukiuqtaqturmiutap
kiklingani Kugluktup ahiruqtirniaruknarhiyuq.
Maliktitauyuq qayanit qanittut hinaani

1-2 ukiunik

3-4 ukiunik

Nanminiqaqtut
(nanminiqaqtut kavamatkunnitlu atuqtut)

3-4 ukiunik

Nanminiqaqtut (nanminiqaqtut kavamatkunnitlu
atuqtut)

1-2 ukiunik

NRCan
GN-kut
Haamlangat
Kugluktumiutat
Haamlangat ilitarigiamikni
GN-ED&T unalu CGS
Tuniyukhaq manikhanginnik atuliqtiriami
NRCan

3-4 ukiunik
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nunanganik ahiruqtipkainiaqtuq.
Igluqpat qanittut hinaanut
katangniaruknarhiyut hinaa
ahiruqtiliqpiaqqat.
Hivuniptikni aturninnga hinaanik
igluqpiliurumi qayanngnarniaqtuq.
Tariupnalunairuting
iyanganik
Ulipkaaliqtuq
Imiqtaqturvin
ga

Akhuurutauyuq aallangurtiriniq pittaaqtuq
kinginngittuni nuna, piqtuq nipalluliqqallu
avatqutauniaqtuq talvuuna
tariunnginnaqarniaqtuq imaq hiamitiqniaqtuq
imaqmut.
Pigumi ihumagiyauyut qanuraalukninnga
imaqtuutigiyauyuq unalu imaqmut
halummautigitjutigiyanginnik.
Naunaiqtauyuq ilaani tariuqnilaqivaktuq
imaq unalu angivallaamik hunavaluk kiviktuq
ataanut nalunairutingiyanganik
imaqtuutigiuyamikni

Ilihainiq
nunaup
imanga

Angikliyuumiqtut qakunnguraangat
aktikkulaanga nipalukninnganik
avatquumatjutigiyuq pittaarninnganut
ukununnga nipalulaqigaangat ihuarutingit.
Ihuirutjiutiuq nipalulaqigaangat ihuarutingit
apqutingillu nipaluiraangat.
Tahiraqtiliurniq nunaup puvitquumannga
mahakninganik.
Qimukluit ikikliyuumirniaqtuq qiqiffaarninnga

piliurhimayut tunngavingit umuunalu
aturninnga Kugluktumiutanit.
Igluqpiliuruiqluni nuna ahiruqtiliqtumi.

mik
Angivall
aangittu
mik
Mikkau
vallaaq

3-4 ukiunik

Ihivriuqlugu pittaarniaruknarhininnga umunnga
akhuurutauyuq aatlangurninnga atlatqiinut
hinaa ittuq, unalu imaukkaktuq kinginngittuni
nuna, nipalukpallaarniqmit
anurhilaqivallarniqmitlu
Iniqtirlugu ihumaliurniq hanauyukhanik
titirauyaqtiuyuq imaqaqvinga
halummautinganiklu ihuarhainiq
Atuliqtiriami imaqaqvinga halummautinganiklu
ihuarhainiq.

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

NRCan-kut

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

Paqiluni nutaamik imaqtuutikhamik
(Atuquyaungittunik – ihivriuqtauyuq
ukunannga GN-CGS 2009mi, talvuuna
aallangunngittuq atuquyauyut).
Piliurluni imaiyarvikhanganik ihumaliurut
nutaamik nipalukyuarnahugikpat
manikhaiyukhaniklu apqutimik aput
qaliriikhimayut maliguutiuyut.
Nakuutqiyauyunik apqut ilurhanganiklu
ihuarhaiyukhaugaluat.

N/A

N/A

GN-CGS (hanauyukhanik titirauyaqtiuyuq,
kiinauyaliqiniqmut unalu havauhikhaqmut
munariniq)
Haamlangat (uqaqtukhat,
angiqlugik, havaklugik, munarilugik)
GN-- kut havakvingat Nungulaittuliqiyikkut
Pivallianiq Pulaarvingillu (naunairlugu
atuquyauningit umani Inirhimaittuq Munariniqmut
Ihumaliurut Qurluqmut)
Haamlangat piliuqtukhaugaluat nutaamik
naunaiyautimik.

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

GN-CGS
Haamlangat

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

Piliurlugu havaakhamik ilurhangit apqutinik
turhualiurhimayut iqqakuvaluigiami.
Naunairlugulu ihuarharhimmaarlugik
ahiruqhimayut turhuangit.

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

GN-CGS piliurluni atuqtakhamiknik umunnga
Ukiuqtaqtumi ilanga piliurhimayuq.
Haamlangat - aulapkaitjutinganut
Haamlangat Kugluktumiutatlu

Piliurlugu hinaa ihuarhaitjtikhanik
igluqpanikluuniit nuutirvikhautigut
ihumaliurutimik.

4+ ukiunik

Haamlangat
uqarumayamiknik ukunannga
GN-EDT-kut unalu CGS-kut
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nunap qaanga niklaqtirninnga nunaup
puvitqunga piliurlunilu aallanik
mahakninnganik, talvannga
kayummautiniaqta nunaup puvitquumannga
mahakninnga.

Aput qimuryungit qanurittaakhaanginnik
naunaiyaqtakhaugaluat ihumaliuqtillugu
ihuarhaitillugulu pikmat iliuraininnga
igluqpanut.

Angivall
aamik

1-2 ukiunik

GN-CGS ittuni nunallaani ihumaliurut
Haamlangat nanminiriyangillu nanminiqaqtut
atuliqtigiami aputmik munaritjutiuyut maliktakhanik.

Iliurailugu angitqiyauyunik amigaittuniklu
apqutip iliuraqhimayut turhuamik ilurhatlu piyut
imaiyaqtautillugik.
Naunaiyarlugik qaanga tahiranga imaup
naunairlugulu ilurhanganiklu manikhaiyuq.

Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aangittu
mik

2-3 ukiunik

GN-CGS – kuviqpiuyuq havakhaq
havariyauningillu
Haamlangat - atuliqtiriami
Haamlangat naunairiami ayurhautigiyauyunik.
GN-CGS naunairiami kuviqpiuyut
ihumaliurut.
Nunavunmi Milvingit

N/A

N/A

Ihumalugit nuna atpaqtirininnga / ahiruqtuq
marhaliaqmit aatlanguqtirininnga milviup
milvingani qakugulu milvinganik
angiklitirumitku.
Iliurailugu hauhimayuq nipalukyuaqqat
turhuanga (atuqtaunngittuq pikmat nunaup
puvitquumannga akingalu ihumaalutigiyauyut).

2-3 ukiunik
Aatjikutariiktuq
akituyunik
ihuarhainiqmut
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Aulapkaitjutinganut
Ihumaalutigiyauyut

Ayurhautigiyanginnik

Kiutjutautinga

Piqalluanginmat “nanminiqaqtumik”
hilaup aallanguqtirininnganik
ihumaalutigiyauyut nunagiyamikni
nalunairutingiyanganik.
Naunairlugu: nanminiqarniq piyuq
pipkainiq allanut, hivuliqtiuniq,
munariniq kiuttaarninganiklu

Ihumaalutigiyauyut
kiutjutautiniaruknarhiyunik
havaktaunnginmata
.

Angiqtitaukpat CCAP-mik Kugluktup Haamlanganit.

Amigaittut allat hivulliutigiyauyukhat
ihumaalutigiyauyut pipkailiqtaa
Kugluktumut (aaniaqtailiningit,
ilihainingit, maniliurutingillu).

Nuna ahiruqtiqtuq umannga nunaup
puvitquumannga nuna
ahiruqtirininnga

Kugluktup hivuliqtingit
ihumagillualiqtaat
qilamiutauyunut,
akhuuqtauyunullu
ihumaalutigiyauyut.

Aaniqnaittumik iniqtirininnga
igluqpaknik

Hivulliu
tauning
a
Angivall
aamik
Angivall
aamik
Angivall
aamik

Qakug
u

Paqiluni kiinauyanik ikayuutikhaq ikayuriami
aulapkaitjutinganut.
Kugluktup havaakhangit ihumagiukhaq GN-kunnit
Haamlanganitlu ihumaliuliraikpata.
Piliurluni havaakhaq timiqutigiyauyunut havaqatigiikniq
umunnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga. Una uuktuutigilugu,
piluni nunallaani uqautigiyakhangit
iniqtirutiuyunik/ihuanngittunik atuqtauttaaqtut aatlatqiinguyuni
hilakkut piyunik.
Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Hungiutivallianiq ihariagiyangit
naunaiqtauyukhat tallimani ukiumi ihivriuqniq Kugluktup
Havaakhangit, qilaminnuarluuniit ihivriuqtaugumagumitku.

Angivall
aamik
Angivall
aamik
Angivall
aangittu
mik

1-2
ukiunik
1-2
ukiunik
2-3
ukiunik

Angivall
aangittu
mik

2-3
ukiunik

Pipkailugu atuqtakhamik ihivriuriami akhuurutaulluaqhimayut
ihumaalutigiyauyut uminnga Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga
tautukviuninnganik.
Akhuurutauyuq piliurniq tukhiutinik piyukhaugaluat
naunairiami nunaup puvitquumannga qanuritaakhangit
ikayuutigiami tukhiutinganik angiqtautinnagu.

Angivall
aangittu
mik
Angivall
aamik

2-3
ukiunik

Piliqlugu ihivriuqninnga qaanganut hikuqaqtunut tamainnut
hanauyukhanik titirauyaqtiuyuq havaanut

Angivall
aamik

1-2
ukiunik

Piliurluni havaakhamik aulapkaitjutinganut CCAP-mut.
Piliurluni “aulapkaitjutinganut ikayuqtiuyut katimayiinginnik”
ihivriuriami qanurittaakhanganik uqarlugulu Kugluktup
Haamlanganut.

1-2
ukiunik
1-2
ukiunik
1-2
ukiunik

1-2
ukiunik

Atuquyauyut Hivuliqtiuninga
unalu
Havaangit/Tatja/Qanurittuq
Haamlangat pittaaliqluni allat
timiqutigiyauyut ihuatqiyauyumik.
Haamlangat
GN-Avatiliriyikkut
Haamlangat; katimayiit Miiyanga
ilauluni, SAO-nga, GN-kunni
(Angguhiqiyiit, CGS, Pulaarvingat,
Avatiliriyikkut, Hanaliqiyikkut),
INAC-kut, HTO-kut, KIA-kut,
Sikuurvingit kitkutluuniit
Haamlangat SAO-nga
GN-CGS
Haamlangat
Haamlangat - CCAP
Aulapkaitjutinganut Ikayuqtiuyut
Katimayiit
GN-Havaktilirlugu Kugluktumi
Havaqatigiiktukhaq Havaktimik
GN-CGS-himmiqtakhat
ihumaliurniq
Haamlangat-havaktiliriami
atuliqtiriamilu havaakhaq
GN-Avatiliriyikkut
GN-CGS – piliulirluni
maliktakhanginnik
Haamlangat – piliriaqluni
atuliqtiriaqlugiklu
maliktakhanginnik
GN-CGS - piliulirluni
maliktakhanginnik
Haamlangat – piliriaqluni
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atuliqtiriaqlugiklu
maliktakhanginnik

Hinaa ahiruqtirniq

Aaniqnaittumik
qanurittaahanginniklu igluqpat
.

Ihivriuqlugu tunngavingit qanuritaakhanginnik piliuqlugulu
igluqpiniq maliktakhangit naunairiami atlatqiingit nunaup
puvitquumannga qanuritaakhangit nayugangit.

Angivall
aangittu
mik

3-4
ukiunik

GN-CGS – piliurluni
maliktakhanginnik
Haamlangat – piliriaqluni
atuliqtiriaqlugiklu
maliktakhanginnik

Ihivriuqlugu 1 hannat ft-nik hinaa tutquumaninnga
naunairiami nuna tammaiyauyuq ahiruqtiriniqmit.

Angivall
aangittu
mik

2-3
ukiunik

GN-CGS unalu Haamlangat
(Nunataarutit , Ilangat 5,
Naunaitkutingani 14) atayuq
ihivriuqlugu Maligaqmik piliurniq
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5. Naunaitkutiuyut
Living with Change: Community Exposures and Adaptations in Kugluktuk, NU
Prepared By: Jason Prno Department of Geography, University of Guelph, September
2007.
Where the River Meets the Sea: Geology and landforms of the Lower Coppermine River
valley and Kugluktuk, Nunavut. L.A. Dredge, 2001 Geological Survey of Canada.
Miscellaneous Report 69. 76 pp.
Geotechnical and Hydrological Evaluation, Proposed Residential Subdivisions,
Coppermine, N.W.T. by Thurber Consultants Ltd., Hydrocon Engineering (Continental)
Ltd. September 1985
Coppermine River Nomination Document – Canadian Heritage Rivers System,
Submitted by: Government of Nunavut, Parks and Tourism Division, Department of
Sustainable Development, 2002
Draft Management Plan for the Coppermine River – Canadian Heritage Rivers System,
Nunavut Parks and Special Places. Government of Nunavut, 2008
True North - Adapting Infrastructure to Climate Change in Northern Canada, National Round Table on
the Environment and the Economy, 2009.

Subdivision Design and Standards Manual, March 2010. Community Planning and Lands Division,
Community and Government Services, Government of Nunavut.

6. Ikayuutauyut
Adapting to Climate Change: An Introduction for Canadian Municipalities. Available at
http://www.Adaptation.nrcan.gc.ca/municipalities
Managing the Risks of Climate Change: A Guide for Arctic and Northern Communities. Volume 1 and 2.
Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources, 2010. Available at http://ccrm.cier.ca

Qaritauyakkut tautuknaqtut:
www.ainc-inac.gc.ca
www.sustainablecommunities.fcm.ca
www.climatechangenorth.ca
www.arcticvoice.com
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www.planningforclimatechange.ca
http://nsccn.ca/network.html
http://www.climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/climatedata
http://yukon.cccsn.ca/ensemblescenarios
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7. Naunairvingit
A. Pulaarvinginnut Qanuritaakhanganik Taiguagakhaq
B. Sikuuqtunik Apirhuiniq
C. Inuknut Naunaipkainiq
D. Uqautigiyakhanginnik Piksat
E. Uuktuutit atuqtakhanik piliurniq: makpiraat naunaitkutingit, katimatjutikhat naunaitkutat,
tuniyauyukhat inuknut,
F. Kugluktup nunauyangit Nunagiyanginnilu Ihumaliurut
G. Nalunaqtunik Ihivriuqniq Taiguagakhat NRCan-kunnit
1. Ihivriuqniq Naunairlugu Maniqqami Qayanngautingit Piniaruknarhiyuniklu
Ayurhautigiyanginnik Qakugu Hilaup Aallanguqtirininnga Kugluktumi,
Nunavut. I. Rod Smith 2009 Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit Kaanata
2. Tariuqmi-nalunairutingiyanganik itqurhaqninnga Tallimanut
Uuktuutigiyauyukhat Nunallaat umannga Kaanata-Nunavut Hilaup
Aallanguqtirininnga Havaqatigiikniq. Thomas S. James aallatlu. 2009
Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknit Kaanata
H. Havauhikhaqmut Piksat
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Kugluktuk Climate Change Adaptation Plan
Appendices

A. Trip Summary Reports
B. Student Interviews
C. Presentations
D. Consultation Posters
E. Samples of materials produced: bookmarks, meeting posters, handouts
F. Kugluktuk Maps and Community Plan
G. Science Reports from NRCan
(1) Landscape Hazards
(2) Sea Level Rise
H. Project Photos

A. Trip Summary Reports

Kugluktuk Climate Change Adaptation Panning Project Summary Report on Visit 1 to Kugluktuk
Summary Notes to Community Visit by E. Arnold and K. Johnson - March 24-26, 2009
This trip was planned to introduce the project and the two planners to key stakeholders in the community
and to provide a first exchange of information on the climate change adaptation challenges facing the
Kugluktuk community.
Elisabeth Arnold, MCIP and Ken Johnson, MCIP met with Hamlet Council and Hamlet Administration;
Government of Nunavut (GN) Culture; GN Community Planning; GN Economic Development; GN
Social Services; GN Conservation; GN Health & Social Services; and the Kitikmeot Inuit Association.
What we heard:
 Acknowledgement from the Hamlet Council that Climate Change is an important issue, and
acknowledgement that the Council is pleased that to see planners visiting the community.
 Many common issues with climate change expressed by different people offering different overall
perspectives.
 Observations that the natural environment is changing significantly, and has been changing for at
least a decade (and perhaps longer),
 No formal “record” of the observations made by various individuals, therefore there is limited
perspective for comparison of the changes that are occurring.
Physical observation of changes that may be due to climate change:
 Earlier sea ice melt, later freeze-up and reduced sea ice thickness
 More erosion along Coppermine River and more silt in the Coppermine River
 New birds and insects in the region
 Changes in animal behaviours (caribou and seal)
 Colour in lakes is changing from blue to more brown and lake slopes changing.
 Stability of the land is changing
 Less snow in the winter and more rain in the summer.
Impacts on way of life in Kugluktuk:
 Ice conditions are less predictable and potentially unsafe, which impacts on seal harvesting
 Changes in types of fish being caught in Coppermine River.
 Drinking water quality, as it may be impacted by sea-level rise, and erosion of the Coppermine River.
 Changes in the opening of the Northwest Passage: environmental impact of increased traffic, and
capacity to respond to potential oil spills and other accidents
 Concern about homes built close to the river because of vulnerability to ice break-up and river bank
erosion
 Concern about erosion of gravesite located on an off-shore island

Kugluktuk Climate Change Adaptation Planning Project Summary Report on Visit 2 to Kugluktuk
Summary Notes to Community Visit by E. Arnold and K. Johnson - August 17 to 21, 2009
A key question for the community on this trip was, “what tools can we provide that would help you to
address climate change in Kugluktuk?” The second community visit presented three major opportunities
for the planners. The first opportunity was providing an update to community stakeholders on the status of
the project, and verified information from the first trip in March. The planners also identified and
interviewed new community stakeholders. A second opportunity was initiating the working relationship with
the NRCan scientists, which included a tour of the community with permafrost scientist Rod Smith, Ph.D.
The third opportunity and highlight of the trip was attending the Kitikmeot Regional Science Camp, which
provided an opportunity to meet and discuss climate change issues with elders and youth attending the
camp.
What we heard:
 General validation of the range of issues identified during Visit 1
 Sense that Inuit will be able to adapt to climate change, but need tools and resources
 Interest to develop usable “tools” to support climate change adaptation
 Concern about lack of communication and coordination of efforts in the community leading to gaps
in response or duplication of effort
Additional issues identified
 Future expansion may require more expensive solutions to ensure long term building stability
 Variety of foundation systems in the community with some foundation deterioration occurring
 Limited, but significant shoreline erosion occurring
 Significant erosion observed with runoff in the community (potentially from rainfall and snowmelt)
 Changing wind patterns and currents
 Weather changes more quickly, and is more severe
 Illness in wildlife, ie lumps in caribou
 New trees such as Willows and Spruce appearing; wonder if tree line is moving north
 Need to work with community to change habits in response to climate related change
Potential tools for climate change adaptation in Kugluktuk and for climate change project legacy
 Creating a network of individuals in Kugluktuk for addressing climate change impacts as well as
links to resources outside of the community
 Training, Capacity Building and Empowerment
 Identification of technical requirements for building expansion in non-bedrock areas
 Suggestions for alternate ways to conduct public consultation
 Work with elders and youth through the high school to raise awareness, and gather information
from elders, and start monitoring projects on ice, weather, river and tide conditions
 Community mapping and the application of a GIS system – create base layer so that observations
and stories can be added
 New information from NRCan scientists to be added to community mapping, including
identification of hazard areas
 Identify funding sources for follow-up projects

Nunavut Climate Change Adaption Project Summary Report on Visit 3 to Kugluktuk
Prepared by Ken Johnson, MCIP, and Elisabeth Arnold, MCIP – November 16 to 19, 2009
The primary purpose of this third trip was to host a community meeting to verify that the climate change
issues and impacts we identified during our visits to Kugluktuk in March and August reflect community
priorities. A second purpose of the trip was to build upon our participation in the Regional Science Camp in
August by hosting a youth and elders workshop at the Kugluktuk High School.
The Kugluktuk Grade 12 High School Environment Class and Elders participated in a Youth and Elders
Workshop, which focussed on possible impacts that climate change may have on Kugluktuk, and adaptation
strategies that could be implemented in response to these impacts. This activity was following up on a series
of interviews that the grade 12 environment class conducted with the elders.
For this visit we developed a series of twelve posters depicting climate change issues and impacts that were
identified during previous visits. These posters were used at a Youth and Elders Workshop, as well as a
Community Meeting, as a means to engage students, elders and other community members, and to get a
sense of the issues and adaption responses that are most important to them. Participants were invited to add
other adaptation strategies, and then to “vote” for the strategies that they believed to be the top priorities
for implementation in Kugluktuk using “sticky dots” added to the posters. This technique provoked a
lively discussion about climate change impacts, and engaged all participants in learning more from both the
elders and the planning team.
The Community Meeting was attended by approximately 100 people, and a meal was catered by the
Kugluktuk High School. After the short presentation by the planning team and two students (Barbara
Kapakatoak and Chris Ilgok), community members were asked to view the twelve posters, add their
suggested actions to the actions developed at the Youth and Elders workshop, and vote, again using “sticky
dots” for the issues they felt were most important for Kugluktuk.
The two students agreed to continue to work on the Climate Change Adaptation Project as part of their
grade 12 and college preparation requirements, supported by teacher Dale Skinner. Their work will be
presented at a Community Meeting and to other stakeholders during the planning team’s 4th visit in March
2010. The priorities that emerged from the Youth and Elders Workshop and the Community Meeting were:
 Severe rain events, river overflow during spring, land travel in summer – high priority.
 Changing/increasing river sediment; changing snow/rain conditions; increasing ocean storms; ocean
travel in winter – medium priority.
 Subsistence lifestyle; increasing rainy weather; deteriorating house foundations; ocean travel in
summer; air travel in winter – low priority.
The planning team will use this feedback as one of the inputs for development of the Draft Climate Change
Adaptation Plan to be presented to the community in March. Other inputs include the Landscape Hazards
and Sea Level reports provided by Natural Resources Canada Scientists, current climate change literature,
and planning best practices, as well as ongoing feedback from the community.

Nunavut Climate Change Adaption Planning Project Summary Report on Visit 4 to Kugluktuk
Ken Johnson and Elisabeth Arnold - March 1 to 4, 2010
The main primary purpose of the trip was to present the draft Climate Change Adaptation Plan (CCAP) to the
community of Kugluktuk and to seek community input on the priorities for action and implementation. The activities
included: evening radio call-in show with Kugluktuk Radio Society and 2 high school students; workshop at
Kugluktuk High School with approximately 30 students; meetings with key stakeholders, and; a community meal and
meeting with approximately 60 individuals attending. A short video documentary was produced after the visit
featuring excerpts from the community events.
The draft CCAP summarizes the planning process undertaken to date, and outlines the findings and draft
recommendations of the plan. The recommendations were reproduced on a series of 30” by 20” posters in English
and Inuinnaqtun for use at the meetings. Participants at the high school workshop and the stakeholders meetings were
invited to identify the priority that should be assigned to the recommendations and to suggest any additional
recommendations.
The community meeting was preceded by a meal catered by the Kugluktuk High School and was attended by close to
60 people. After the short presentation by the planning team and two students, community members were asked to
review the posters containing the draft CCAP recommendations. They were invited to add additional
recommendations to those made by the students and stakeholders and to “vote” with sticky dots for the
recommendations they felt were the most important for Kugluktuk.
The recommendations in the draft CCAP are in three categories: Technical, Community Capacity and
Implementation. The technical recommendations prioritized by the community were: undertaking sediment coring to
determine and characterize the risk of subsidence; repairing or replacing failing house foundations; repairing and
building new trails on the land; surveying existing shoreline erosion vulnerabilities; evaluating vulnerability to sea level
rise; completing engineering for water supply and treatment; improving road and ditch construction and; taking snow
drift patterns into account in planning and building.
The community capacity recommendations prioritized by the community were: holding more workshops and training
on climate change issues; changing hunting habits to adapt to changing ice and land, and; improving forecasting and
warning of dangers of travel on ice, ocean and the land. The Implementation recommendations prioritized by the
community were: providing a tool to review the most pressing issues with a climate change lens; identifying financial
resources to implement recommendations from CCAP, and; addressing CCAP recommendations in the next 5 year
review of the Kugluktuk Community Plan, or sooner if required.
The planning team will use this feedback as one of the inputs for the final Climate Change Adaptation Plan to be
presented to the community in May. Other inputs include the Landscape Hazards and Sea Level reports provided by
NRCan scientists, current climate change literature and planning best practices, as well as ongoing feedback from the
community.
Our plan for fifth visit in May 2010 is to present the Final Climate Change Adaptation Plan to the Community and
Hamlet Council. The anticipated activities include: participate in a community radio call-in show; host a meeting with
project stakeholders; host an information meeting for the entire community; host a workshop for Kugluktuk High
School students and teachers; and identify a cross section of community champions who will follow-up on the CCAP.

Nunavut Climate Change Adaption Planning Project
Summary Report on Visit 5 to Kugluktuk
Ken Johnson and Elisabeth Arnold, May 11 - 14, 2010

The fifth and final trip for the Kugluktuk Climate Change Adaptation Plan (KCCAP) was completed and a
final draft of the KCCAP was presented to a several key groups including the Hamlet Council, the GN
stakeholders, and the community of Kugluktuk. A key element of these presentations was to provide an
update on the project, discuss implementation strategies, and identify a cross section of community
champions committed to follow up on the project. The trip was also an opportunity to continue to work with
the students and teachers at Kugluktuk High School to add to the knowledge and interest regarding climate
change adaptation in Kugluktuk.
The Kugluktuk Hamlet Council received a presentation on the KCCAP, which provided a general overview of
the purpose of the project, outlined the highlights of each visit made by the planning team, and identified the
key recommendations of the KCCAP. Unfortunately, this was only the second presentation opportunity to
Council, and the end result was that the KCCAP was not formally received by Council at this presentation
opportunity.
The youth workshop, which included about 40 students, was held as part of the senior high school Social
Studies class. An opportunity was also provided to include students from other classes, including a grade 7
class. The students were invited to participate in the community meeting, and Savannah Angnaluak, made
an excellent presentation, and played a key role in encouraging the community members at the meeting to
actively participate. The high school teachers indicated that the students had benefited from both the content
and the process of being involved in the KCCAP. The teachers indicated that the materials provided for the
workshops would be used in the future as a compliment to Science and Social Studies classes. The
teachers noted that the process of consulting the community on the issues that were most important to
them, and soliciting their suggestions for responses was a new experience, and an excellent model for
community empowerment.
The radio call-in show with Inuinnaqtun translation has been a mainstay of the community visits and
provided an opportunity to inform the community about the KCCAP, and to encourage community members
to attend the community meeting. A summary of the process of developing the plan and overview of the
KCCAP recommendations was provided.
A stakeholder meeting was held with 12 local stakeholders participating. The presentation and discussion
focussed largely on the recommendations. Particular attention was made to the implementation strategies
and identification of roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders
The community meeting was preceded by a meal catered by the Kugluktuk High School and was attended
by approximately 30 people. The planning team made a short presentation focussing on the
recommendations in the KCCAP. Community members were invited to review the posters containing the
KCCAP recommendations, followed by a question and comment period. After the planning team had
responded to all the questions and comments, community members were asked to complete the feedback
form.
The challenges associated with this trip were a lack of continuity with the of Hamlet Council and senior staff
at the Hamlet, which has resulted in weak ownership of KCCAP by the Hamlet; lower participation in the
community meeting than in previous visits, and; lack of identifiable community champions at the end of the
project. The follow-up by the planning team will be to provide a briefing note for senior staff of the Hamlet,
and forward a revised KCCAP to the stakeholders.
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Project Start

Kugluktuk Climate Change
Adaptation Project

Stakeholders working
in isolation on
different paths and at
different paces

Project
Transition

Project Update – November, 2009

Stakeholders working with
awareness of others , but
still on a different path or
at a different pace

Elisabeth Arnold
Ken Johnson

Stakeholders aligned and working
on the same path and at a similar
pace to take advantage of synergy
and resources

Project Objective

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Summer transportation on the water and land

Kugluktuk is experiencing a variety of climate and
environmental related changes, however the
documentation, for the most part is “anecdotal.”

Winter transportation on snow and ice

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation
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Wet weather may become more common
with along with changes in nature of
rainstorms

Cold weather may become less severe and
the ice season may be shortened

Shoreline erosion is an issue, but the
progression of the erosion may be slow,
and the area affected may be small

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Drainage systems in
Kugluktuk may not have the
capacity for the changes in
rainfall and snowfall

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Erosion from surface runoff is occurring and has been
severe on at least one occasion in the past 5 years

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation
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Drainage improvements are being made,
but ….

…. drainage challenges remain.

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

The stability of the
building foundations in
Kugluktuk are
influenced by the
ground stability.

the geology
•
•
•
•

Standing water also
influences the
permafrost, which
may in turn change
the ground
stability.

bedrock
glacial till
sand
shale

results in challenges for development

hence the need for our technical partner

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation
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The Coppermine River is displaying various changes,
some of which may be attributed to climate.

Some foundation
systems may
deteriorate to a point of
instability.

House tips over in Inuvik in 2009

The source of drinking water for
Kugluktuk is the Coppermine River and
the water must be treated before it is
potable.
Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Coppermine River erosion

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

The young and the old are communicating
at events such as the regional science camp.

River bank erosion is occurring at
the mouth of the Coppermine
River and this is threatening a
community cemetery.

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation
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Overview

Over the past several decades, residents of
the far north have witnessed changes in their
natural environment. Much of this change has
only been recorded in anecdotal forms, but it
has been recognized that the north has been
witnessing firsthand the impacts of climate
change. These changes directly influence the
“frozen” and “unfrozen” seasons, with land
and water equally influenced by these
changes. With the reliance on the natural
environment by all northerners these
changes create impacts that influence the
way all northerners live, work and in some
instances “survive” in the north.
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Issues

Members of the Canadian Institute of
Planners (CIP), consulted with local and
regional professionals, as well as NRCan
scientists to develop this climate change
adaptation plan in partnership with the
community of Kugluktuk. Over an fourteen
month period, the planners visited Kugluktuk
five times to seek guidance from the
community of Kugluktuk as to their own
experiences with climate change impacts,
as well as to present and get feedback on
their findings and proposed Climate Change
Adaptation Plan.

•Severe rain events
•River overflow during spring
•Unpredictable land travel in summer
•Changing river sediment
•Changing snow and rain conditions
•Increasing ocean storms
•Unpredictable ice conditions
•Unpredictable subsistence hunting
•Increasing rainy weather
•Deteriorating house foundations
•Unpredictable ocean conditions
•Unreliable air travel in winter
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Impacts
•Severe erosion after major rainfall events
•Increasing erosion in ditches in community
•Trail access up Coppermine River unsafe
•Water treatment may not cope
•Deteriorating trails for land travel
•Increasing shoreline erosion
•More unpredictable ocean travel in summer
•More unpredictable ocean travel in winter
•Changes in wildlife affecting food harvest
•Increased ponding in ditches
•Deterioration of house foundations
•Weather delays for travel

translation means “the bridge”
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Priorities

Priorities

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Priorities

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Responses
•Better road and ditch construction
•Drainage planning
•More culverts and ditches
•Larger culverts and ditches
•New trails on land
•Repair trails on land
•River and trail monitoring
•River and trail early warning systems

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

Responses

Responses
•Water treatment Improvements
•New water treatment system
•Identify new water source
•Build a community freezer
•Replace failing house foundations
•Replace houses on stable ground

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

•Increase erosion protection
•Move buildings from eroding areas
•Restrict building in eroding areas
•Change hunting habits
•Better forecasting of ocean conditions
•More reporting of ocean conditions
•Better equipment for ocean travel
•Change hunting habits
•Change animals harvested

Kugluktuk Climate
Change Adaptation

2
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Actions

Actions

•Training on climate change for community leaders and professionals
•Community and High School and Elder workshops
•Identify the staff positions responsible for climate change adaptation
•Create a Kugluktuk community climate change
•Identify dedicated staff resources for climate change work
•Change hunting habits to adapt to climate change impacts
•Improve forecasting and reporting of ocean conditions
•Secure better equipment for ocean travel
•Establish river and trail monitoring and early warning systems
•Improve surveillance and reporting system of ice conditions

•Change animals harvested to reflect changes in wildlife
•Re-establish the community freezer
•Undertake sediment coring to determine he risk of subsidence
•Survey buildings in community to determine foundation condition
•Replace or repair failing house foundations
•Restrict building in eroding areas
•Move buildings from in hazard areas to stable ground
•Development would take into consideration presence of buried ice
•Repair of trails and build new trails

.
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Actions
•Survey existing vulnerabilities with updated shoreline information.
• Increase erosion protection of existing gabion baskets
• Develop shoreline remediation or relocation plan.
• Evaluate the projected coastal change in terms of built structures
•Evaluation of the potential for changes due to storm surges
•Complete planning and engineering for water supply and treatment
•Implement water supply and treatment Improvements
•Develop drainage plan with new storm assumptions.
•Stream diversion efforts must take subsidence into account.
•Surface ponding of water should be evaluated and addressed.
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Actions
•Better road and ditch construction techniques should be required.
•Install larger and more culverts and ditches based on drainage plan
•Complete regarding of ditches based upon drainage plan.
•Snow drift patterns need to be taken into account during planning
• Develop a work plan for implementation of the plan
•Create “implementation monitoring advisory committee”
• Provide tool to review pressing issues with a climate change lens.
• Identify financial resources to support implementation
•Development should be required to evaluate subsurface ice
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Implementation

•Develop a work plan for implementation of the Plan for adoption by
Kugluktuk Hamlet.
•Create “implementation monitoring advisory committee” to review
progress on plan on a quarterly basis and to report to Kugluktuk Hamlet.
•Provide tool to review most pressing issues with a climate change lens.
•Identify financial resources to support implementation – ISCP$, CED
$’s ...
•Any development proposal should be required to evaluate subsurface
ice content prior to approval.
•Climate change adaptation requirements should be included next 5
year review of the Official Plan.
PROJECT PARTNERS
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D. Consultation Posters

Appendix 1 – Posters for Public Consultation
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Appendix 1 – Posters for Public Consultation
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Appendix 1 – Posters for Public Consultation
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E. Samples of Materials Produced
(1) The Nunavut Climate Change Adaptation Planning Process – Kugluktuk
(2) Nunavunmi Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut Malikhautivallianiq Ihumaliulirninnga-

Kugluktukmi

(3) Poster for Community Meeting
(4) Radio Show Poster

The Nunavut Climate Change Adaptation Planning Process - Kugluktuk
Over the past 30 years, Nunavut has witnessed firsthand the impacts of climate change. From
permafrost degradation, to coastal erosion, changing sea ice conditions and the impact to the
Inuit way of life, climate change is affecting the way we live, work, and play in Nunavut. We are
beginning to understand that adaptive solutions are necessary to address the impacts of climate
change.
The Department of Environment, Government of Nunavut is currently working in partnership
with Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), the Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP), Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada (INAC), Nunavut communities, and other stakeholders on the
development of the Nunavut Climate Change Adaptation Plan.
The Nunavut Climate Change Adaptation Plan will serve to implement the goals of the Nunavut
Climate Change Strategy 2003 http://www.gov.nu.ca/env/ccs.shtml), which include identifying
and monitoring climate change impacts, and developing adaptation strategies.
Included in the work by the Government of Nunavut are projects specific to climate change
adaptation at the community level. Kugluktuk has been selected as one of five communities to
realize the intent of the Nunavut Climate Change Adaptation Plan at the local level.
Elisabeth Arnold and Ken Johnson, members of the Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP), are
working on behalf of the Government of Nunavut to develop a climate change adaptation plan in
partnership with the community of Kugluktuk. Both Elisabeth and Ken are working alongside
local and regional planners and engineers, as well as NRCan scientists. More importantly,
Elisabeth and Ken are seeking guidance from the community of Kugluktuk as to their own
experiences with the climate changes they may be experiencing.

Climate Change in Canada’s Arctic






A changing climate means that there will be big changes to land, water, plants and
animals.
Climate change is already having an impact on the north. Permafrost is melting,
wetlands are drying up, sea ice is melting and sea levels are rising.
Plants will grow earlier in the spring and new plants will grow in the north that never grew
here before. Some southern animals such as moose, coyotes, white-tailed deer and
cougars will move farther north too!
Some northern animals such as cold-water fish, caribou, small mammals and polar
bears may find it very hard to adapt to rising temperatures.

Communities in the north face big changes due to climate change. Everyone needs to
think about how they will adapt to the changes.

Melting Permafrost
Most of the North has a layer of permanently frozen ground just
under the top layer of soil - Permafrost. While the top layer of soil
thaws every summer and supports plant life and trees, the
permafrost (permanent frost) underneath never thaws. As
temperatures rise due to climate change, permafrost may thaw.
That means that the ground could turn soft and mushy. Roads and
airstrips could turn into roller coasters. Buildings, water lines and
power poles could tilt and gradually break or fall as the ground
thaws and collapses. Melting permafrost could also make it harder
for migrating animals and hunters and gatherers to travel over
soft, uneven ground.
In the Arctic, polar bears eat seals, seals eat
codfish, cod eat plankton, and plankton eat
algae. This set of links between the eaters and
eaten is called the food chain. The food chain
in the Arctic is short and each link in the chain
is important. This is especially true for marine
life. Every link in the food chain depends on
every other link.

First Project Visit Summary
Elisabeth and Ken made their first project visit to Kugluktuk from March 24 to 26, 2009. This trip
was planned to introduce the project and the two planners to key stakeholders in the community
and to provide a first exchange of information on the climate change adaptation challenges
facing the Kugluktuk community. They met with the Hamlet Council and Hamlet Administration;
Government of Nunavut (GN) Culture; GN Community Planning; GN Economic Development;
GN Social Services; GN Conservation; GN Health & Social Services; and the Kitikmeot Inuit
Association.
During these meetings, the planners heard:
 Acknowledgement from the Hamlet Council that Climate Change is an important issue,
and acknowledgement that the Council is pleased that to see planners visiting the
community.
 Many common issues with climate change expressed by different people offering
different overall perspectives.
 Observations that the natural environment is changing significantly, and has been
changing for at least a decade (and perhaps longer),
 No formal “record” of the observations made by various individuals, therefore there is
limited perspective for comparison of the changes that are occurring.
Physical observation of changes that may be due to climate change:
 Earlier sea ice melt, later freeze-up and reduced sea ice thickness
 More erosion along Coppermine River and more silt in the Coppermine River
 New birds and insects in the region
 Changes in animal behaviours (caribou and seal)
 Colour in lakes is changing from blue to more brown and lake slopes changing.
 Stability of the land is changing
 Less snow in the winter and more rain in the summer.
Impacts on way of life in Kugluktuk:
 Ice conditions are less predictable and potentially unsafe, which impacts on seal
harvesting
 Changes in types of fish being caught in Coppermine River.
 Drinking water quality, as it may be impacted by sea-level rise, and erosion of the
Coppermine River.
 Changes in the opening of the Northwest Passage: environmental impact of increased
traffic, and capacity to respond to potential oil spills and other accidents
 Concern about homes built close to the river because of vulnerability to ice break-up and
river bank erosion
 Concern about erosion of gravesite located on an off-shore island
Please contact Elisabeth or Ken if you are interested in sharing your experiences and
knowledge regarding the land, climate change, and any other information you feel is important.
Elisabeth Arnold
Ken Johnson

elisabeth.arnold@sympatico.ca
cryofront@shaw.ca

Nunavunmi Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut Malikhautivallianiq IhumaliulirninngaKugluktukmi
30nik avatqumayunik ukiunik, Nunavut tautuktaa ingmiknik pilaqutinga Hilaup
Aalannguqtirninganik.
Nunaup puvitquumannganik mahaktirininnganik, nunap hinaa
akhagarninganut, allanguliqtunut tariup hikunnga qanuritaakhaangit pilaqutaanganiklu Inuinnait
inuuhinginnik, Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut ayurhautigiliqtaa qanuqtut inuuyugut, havaktugut,
ulapqiyugullu Nunavunmi. Ilihimaliqtugut hunngiutigiyuq kiutjutikhangik ihariagiyauyut piliriami
tamna pilaqutinga Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut.
Avatiliriyikkut,
Nunavut
Kavamangat
tatja
havaktut
havaqatigiikhutik
ukuninnga
Nunamiingaqtuqtamiknik Kaanata (qablunaatitut naittumik NRCan), tamna Kaanatamiut
Timiqutigiyangit Ihumaliuqtiuyunut (qablunaatitut naittumik CIP), Allait Ukiuqtaqtumiutallu
Katimayiingit Kaanatami (qablunaatitut naittumik INAC), Nunavunmi nunallaangit, allatlu
tigumiaqtuuqatauyut piliurninnganik Nunavunmi Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut Malikhautivallianiq
Ihumaliurniq.
Tamna Nunavut Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut Malikhautivallianiq Ihumaliurniq havakniaqtut
atuliqtiriami tikinnahuaqtamiknik Nunavut Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut Pigiaqtitaunahuarninnga
2003 http://www.gov.nu.ca/env/ccs.shtml), ilauyurlu
ilitarilugit munarilugillu Hilaup
Aalannguqtirninganut pilaqutingit, piliurlunilu Malikhautivallianiq maliktakhat.
Ilauyurlu
havaangani
Nunavut
Kavamatkunnit
havauhiit
naunaiqhimayuq
Hilaup
Aalannguqtirninganut Malikhautivallianinnganut nunallaap itjutiminnganut.
Kugluktuk
tikkuaqtauhimayuq atauhirmit tallimanit nunallaat ilitturigiami pinahuarninnga Nunavut Hilaup
Aalannguqtirninganut Malikhautivallianiq Ihumaliurniq itjutigiyamiitigut.
Elisabeth Arnold, Ken Johnson-lu, ilauyut Kaanatamiut Katimayiinginni Ihumaliuqtiuyunit (CIP),
havaktut pitqutigiquplugu Nunavut Kavamangat piliuriamikni Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut
Malikhautivallianiq Ihumaliurniq havaqatigiikhutik inuknik Kugluktukmiutanik.
Tamarmik
Elisabeth, Ken-lu are havaqatigiiktut Kugluktup avikturhimaninngalu ihumaliuqtiuyunik
hanauyakhanik titirauyaqtiuyuniklu, ukuallu NRCan nalunaqtulirinirmik ihivriuqtuiyiinik.
Akhuurluaqtaat
kihimi,
Elisabeth,
Ken-lu
qinirhiayut
ikayuqtauyumaplutik
inuknit
Kugluktukmiutanit
inmikkut
ilihimayamiknik
uumuuna
Hilaup
Aalannguqtirninganik
ilihimaliqtamiknik.

Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut Kaanataup Ukiuqtaqtumiutmi







Allanguqtiriniq hilamik inniaqtuq amigaittunik allanguqniq nunaptiknut, imaptiknut,
nauttiaptiknut huratjaptiknullu.
Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganut tatja ayurhautiuliqtuq ukiuqtaqtumut. Nunaup
puvitquumannga mahaliqtuq, imalirainnaillu paniliqtut, hikuttauq mahaliqtuq tariuplu
immakninnga immakpallialiqtuq.
Nauttiattauq nauvaliqniaqtut upinngakhalihaaliqqat nutaallu nauttiat nauvaknialiqtut
ukiuqtaqtumi tautuknaittuugaluat qangaraaluk. Ilangit qablunaat nunagiyangani huratjat
tuktuvait, qablunaat amarunngit taiyauyut kayuutimik (coyote), qakuqtamik-pamiulik
qunngit tahapkuallu qablunaatut taiyauyut kuukamik (cougar) nuuniaqtut ungahiktumut
ukiuqtaqtumullu!
Ilangit ukiuqtaqtumiutat huratjangit iqalungit, tuktungit, imarmiutannuat nanuitlu
naunaiqnialiqtut hunngiutigilimairniaqtaat hilakput uunaliqqat.

Nunat ukiuqtaqtumi naunaiqniaqtut allanguqtirininnganik piyuq Hilaup
Aalannguqtirninganit. Inuit tamaita ihumagiliqtakhaat qanuqtut hunngiutiginialiqtaik
hapkuat allanguqtirininnganik.
Mahaliqtuq Nunaup Puvitquumannga
Tamaat Ukiuqtaqtuqmiutat piqaqtuq qiqumahimainnaqhimayumik
nuna ataani qaanganit nunap - Nunaup puvitquumannga. Qaanga
mahaktillugu auyannguraangat ikayuqhuni nauttianut
napaaqtuniklu naupkaininngit, tamna nunaup puvitquumannga
(mahalimaittuq) ataani mahalimaittuq. Hilakput uunaliqmat
hilakput allanngulirmat, nunaup puvitquuninnga
mahakniaruknarhiuq. Taimaatut nuna aqiliqpiarumi. Apqutit
akhaluutinut tingmitit milvinginnullu maniinialiqtuq. Igluqpangit,
imaup turhuangillu alruyallu napaqutaat uvingalirniaqtut
kayumiitunnuamik ahirulirniaqtut ulrulunikluuniit nuna
mahakpiaqqat ahiruqpiaqalluuniit. Mahakniq nunaup
puvitquumannganik ayurhautiginiaqtuq ikauvaktut.
Ukiuqtaqtumi, nanuit nirivaktut nattinik, nattiittauq
nirivaktut uukanik, uukattauq nirivaktut hunavaluknik
tariuqmi puptalaaqtuniklu, tahapkuat tariuqmi
puptalaaqtuttauq nirivaktut imarmiutami nauvaktunik.
Hamna pipkaitjutauyuq niriyut niriyauyullu taiyauyuq
niriyut ihariagiyut niriyauyunik . Tamna niriyut
ihariagiyut niriyauyunik Ukiuqtaqtumi naittuq tamarmiklu
pipkaitjutauyut niriyauniq atuqtauyumi akhuurutauyuq.
Una pilluaqtauqpiaqtuq imarmiutanut. Tamarmik
pipkaitjutauyuq niriyut niriyauyunullu ihariagiyauyut
tamainnut.

Hivulliqpaanguyuq Havauhikhaq Pulaarniq Ihivriuqniq
Elisabeth, Ken-lu hivulliqpaanguyumik havauhiqmut pulaaqtut Kugluktukmut Maatsi 24mit
26mut, 2009mi. Una pulaarniq ihumaliuqtauhimayuq naunaipkaigiami havauhikhaq malruuklu
ihumaliuqtiuyut tigumiaqtaulluaqhimayunut Kugluktumi tunigiamikniklu hivulliuyumik
himmautigitjut naunaitkutinik hilaup allanguqtirininnganik malikhautivallianinnga akhuurutauyuq
Kugluktumiutanut. Katimaqatigiyaat Haamlat Katimayiingit unalu Haamlatkut Titiqqiqiyiingat;
Nunavut Kavamakkut (qablunaatitut naittumik GN) Pitquhiliqiyikkut; GN Nunallaani
Ihumaliurutauyut; GN Kavamatkunnilu Pivikhaqautikkutnut ; GN Ulaasiliqiyikkut; GN
Annguhiqiyiikkut; GN Munarhiliqiyikkutnut Inuuhiriknirmullu; ukuallu Kitikmeot Inuit Katimayiingit.
Katimatillugit, ihumaliuqtiuyut ukuninnga tuhaayut:
 Ilitariyauniq Haamlat Katimayiinginnit tamna Hilaup Allanguqtirininnganut
akhuuqtauyumik ihumaalutigiyauyuq, unalu ilitariyauniq Katimayiinginnnit quviahuktut
takugiamikni ihumaliuqtiuyut pulaaqtut nunamiknut.
 Amigaittut aatjikutariiktut ihumaalutigiyauyut hilaup allanguqtirininnganut uqaqtauyuq
allanit inuknit piyut allanit tamainni tautuktamiknik.
 Qunngiaqtauniq avatikput allanguliqpiaqtuq amihumik, allanguqtiraaqpakturlu taimaa
qulinik ukiunik (avatqumayuknarhiuqluuniit),
 Naunairhimanngittuq huli “titiraqhimayunik” tautuktamiknik piliurhimayuq allanit inuknit,
taimaatut kikliqaqtuq tatuktamiknik naunaiyariami allanguqtirininngit tatja piyuq.
Qunngiaqtaulluarniq allanguqtirininnganik piyuknarhiyuq Hilaup Aalannguqtirninganit:
 Qilaminnuaq tariuq mahaliqtuq, qiqinnahaaliqhunilu ivyuhiurnairhunilu hiku
 Akhararniqpialiqtuq Kugluktup Kuunga marluinnanguliqturlu Kugluktup Kuugaa
 Tautuknaittunik nutaat qupanuat kumaitlu takunnarhiliqtut Kugluktumi
 Allanguqtut huratjat pitquhingit (tuktut nattiitlu)
 Kalanga tahiup allanguliqtuq aryiqtarmit marlunngayumuut tahiillu uvinganiit
allanguliqtut.
 Naptuninnga nunauplu allanguliqtuq
 Aputiqarluaruknairhunilu ukiumi nipalluinaqpialirhunilu auyami.
Pilaqutauyut inuuhirmi Kugluktukmi:
 Hikulu naunarhiyuq qayangnarhiutiplunilu, ayurhautigiyuq nattirhiuqniqmut
 Allanguqtirininnga allatqiinik iqaluknik iqaluliqtullu Kugluktup Kuungani.
 Imiq niuqqaqtaptiknik, ayurhautigiyauniaqtuq tariup-nalunairninnga immautilirmat, unalu
akhagarninga Kugluktup Kuunga.
 Allanguqtirininnga angmaqtirininnganik Uallinirmit Tariukkut Apqutinga: avatiup
ayurhautigiyauninnga atuqtauqpallaalirmat, piinarninngalu kiugiami urhuryuamik
kuvipkaigumik aalaniklu kuvipkaitjutauniit
 Ihumaalutigiyauyuq iglut igluqpiliurhimakmata qanitpallaaqtumik kuukamut
ayurhautigiyauniaqtuq hiku qaraliqqat kuukaplu hinaa akhagarninnganik
 Ihumaalutigiyauyuqlu akhagarninnganik iliuviqvinganik qikiqtami
Hivayatjavat Elisabeth, Ken-luuniit ikayurumaguvit ilihimayarniklu nunatigut mikhaanut, hilaup
aalannguqtirninnganik, allaniklu naunaitkutanik ihumagiyarnik uqaqtakhariyarnik.
Elisabeth Arnold elisabeth.arnold@sympatico.ca

Ken Johnson

cryofront@shaw.ca
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A Reconnaissance Assessment of Landscape Hazards and Potential Impacts of
Future Climate Change in Kugluktuk, Nunavut.
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Geological Survey of Canada (Calgary), Natural Resources Canada
2
Department of Geography, Memorial University of Newfoundland

INTRODUCTION
Arctic coastal communities are recognized as being particularly sensitive to
projected climate change. Some of this sensitivity reflects the dynamic and direct linkage
community members have with the land and surrounding seas, both in terms of their
utilization of these for travel corridors, and as it pertains to traditional hunting and other
country food collection. Changes in sea ice regime in terms of its seasonal extent,
thickness, and stability will have the greatest immediate impact on arctic coastal
communities. The focus of this reconnaissance assessment, however, is landscape
stability as it pertains to potential impacts on existing infrastructure, and how such
insights can be used to guide investigations supporting future adaptation strategies and
town planning guidelines.
Information presented here is based on a site visit to Kugluktuk by the author on
August 18-21, 2009. Information gathered during the community visit included field
surveys and foot traverses throughout the townsite, tours provided to the author of
various infrastructure and development areas, and conversations with community
members and members of the community governance and planning organizations.
Additional information included in this assessment was derived from analysis of archival
stereo airphotos.

LOCATION AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
Kugluktuk (formerly known as Coppermine) is located on the north coast of
mainland Canada, on the western edge of the Coppermine River where it empties into
Coronation Gulf (67°49’N; 115°06’W). It lies north of treeline in the Southern Arctic
Tundra biome, a region commonly referred to as the “Barren Grounds.” Rock surfaces
are often bare, while much of the landscape is covered by extensive shrub, herbaceous
plant, and moss cover. The terrain in the Kugluktuk area is characterized by coastal
lowlands and a series of step-like terraces and deltas rising from ~10m above sea level, to
the 170 m marine limit delta situated 50 km up the Coppermine River at Muskox Rapids.
These terraces and deltas formed during the retreat of the last ice age (over 11,000 years
ago) and throughout the period of Holocence isostatic uplift (Figure 1). Isostatic uplift is
still ongoing, and is estimated to account for a rise (=sea level fall) of not more 10 cm in
the 2010 to 2100 year time period (James et al. 2009) .
The surficial geology of the region surrounding Kugluktuk is depicted in maps by
Kerr et al. (1997) and St. Onge (1988), and in Dredge’s 2001 report. A more detailed

reconstruction based off of airphotograph interpretations by this author is presented in
Figure 2. Bedrock outcrops are prominent throughout the town. The majority of
unconsolidated sediments within the town are related to submersion of the landscape
during deglaciation, and its subsequent isostatic uplift. A prominent, flat delta terrace,
upon which the airport runway was built, is situated ~30 m above sea level and is
considered to have formed ~6000 years ago (Figures 1b and 2-Gd; Dredge, 2001).
Around 5000 years ago, sea level was situated about 20 m higher than it is today, and the
Coppermine River drained through both a west channel (west of present-day Kugluktuk
and beyond the bounds of Figure 2) and along an east channel that followed a similar
path to the modern river (Figure 1c). An extensive flat sand, silt and gravel terrace
situated west of the community was formed during this period. By 3500 years ago, sea
level was 10-15 m above present, and drainage occurred along the modern Coppermine
River channel only. Sand, silt and gravel terraces forming the northern shoreward

Figure 1. Final stages of deglaciation and emergence of the land: A) land (white area)
and sea (grey area) about 8000 years ago, and development of the terraces at 70-80 m
along the Coppermine River; B) development of the delta at 6000 years ago, and
emergence of Saddleback hill; sea level was about 30 m above present; C) coastline about
5000 years ago, when the west channel of the Coppermine River was active and sea level
was about 20 m above present; D) land and sea about 3500 years ago, when sea level was
10-15 m above present. [Source: adapted from Dredge, 2001, p26]

Figure 2. Surficial geology map, Kugluktuk, Nunavut. For Legend, see next page.

margins of Kugluktuk and the raised alluvial terraces east of the airport along the
Coppermine River (Figure 2 - At) were deposited into this higher sea level (Figure 1d).
Erosion of the raised alluvial terraces by the Coppermine River during continued isostatic
uplift from 3500 years ago until today has produced the extensive alluvial plain (Ap)
shown on Figure 2, much of which appears to experience seasonal, or occasional
flooding. Alluvial sediments are also found along small streams (some of which may be
ephemeral) that cut perpendicular downslope through areas of extensive beach ridges
west of town. In places these channels are over-deepened and widened suggesting that
they have incised into ice-rich terrain. The terrain underlying the central part of
Kugluktuk is comprised of a marine-washed surface lag. Sediments are predominantly
sandy, but may contain significant quantities of finer-grained material (silt and clay) and
clasts. Till was not identified in the field, but may underlie some areas. Thicknesses of
unconsolidated sediments in the M terrain unit areas are generally thin (<2 m), but locally
may infill deeper bedrock hollows. Ice content is unknown, but may be significant in
areas infilling bedrock hollows, but is otherwise considered small based on an absence of
indicative surface morphology. In the area of the sea lift and port facility, extensive
pitting and surface ponding suggests that the predominantly marine sediments in this area

have undergone thermokarst (Figure 2 – Mk), that is, melting of ice-rich permafrost.
Areas surrounding this exhibit a hummocky topography (Figure 2 – Mh) also suggestive
of differential ground ice melt. Most of the remaining terrain in the Kugluktuk area is
characterized as Beach Ridges (Figure 2 – Mb). Here, distinctive parallel ridges extend
perpendicularly upslope, often with small ponds impounded behind ridge crests. Large
ice wedges and extensive erosion by small streams in both the beach ridge (Mb) and
glaciofluvial delta (Gd) deposits suggest that ice content may be significant, but highly
variable in these deposits. Organic deposits are found in low-lying, wet terrain, west and
southwest of the airport. Thickness of organic matter in these areas is unknown.
Projecting through the terraced landscape is a series of parallel east-northeast
oriented, elongate bedrock hills. Comprised chiefly of gabbro (Baragar and Donaldson,
1973), they are characterized by cliffed southern faces and more gently sloping northern
faces. Cliffed areas are frequently associated with talus accumulations. Prominent
bedrock outcrops occur throughout the town, and based on their physiographic
expression, bedrock is considered to shallowly underlie much of the central and southern
extents of the town site.
CLIMATE
Kugluktuk’s weather is influenced by Arctic air masses year-round, and is
characterized by short, cool summers, and long, cold winters. Based on the 1971-2000
Canadian Climate Normals, Kugluktuk has a mean annual air temperature of -10.6°C,
with monthly averages ranging from a low of -27.8°C in January to a high of 10.7°C in
July. Over the period of 1978-2008, there appears to be a 1-1.5°C increase in mean
annual air temperature (Figure 3). The coldest temperature in the 1971-2000 period was
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Figure 3. Graph of Mean Annual Air Temperature from 1978-2008, Kugluktuk,
Nunavut.

-47.2°C on February 20, 1998; the warmest temperature in the 1971-2000 period was
34.9°C on July 15, 1989. Annual average precipitation is 249.3mm, of which roughly half
(133.4 mm) falls as rain, the rest (165.7 cm) as snow. Average maximum snow depth is
~0.5 m, and occurs throughout Feb-Mar-April. In the 1971-2000 period, extreme daily
rainfall was 53.7 mm on August 12, 1982, while extreme daily snowfall was 26.2 cm on
January 1, 1988. This extreme rainfall event was eclipsed by the 55.7 mm of rain
received July 20, 2007, immediately followed by the 115.0 mm received July 21, 2007.
Monthly average wind speed is fairly constant year-round, ranging from 19 km/h in
January to 14 km/hr in June. Wind direction does show seasonality, being predominantly
from the southwest in winter and from the east in summer. Maximum monthly hourly
wind speeds are almost always from the northwest, and maximum gusts range from 74
km/h in June to ~106 km/h in the Dec-March period.

PERMAFROST
Kugluktuk lies within a region of continuous permafrost. Depth of seasonal thaw
(active layer thickness) is unknown in Kugluktuk and is likely to be spatially variable
reflecting parent material, vegetation cover, and seasonal snow cover. Comparisons can
be made with short term (~1 year) thermistor profiles collected for two near-coastal sites
~20 km east of Kugluktuk (Figure 4; Wolfe, 2000) that show depth of thaw penetrating
between 1.5 and 2+ metres (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 4. Location of monitoring stations in Wolfe’s (2000) study area. Black dots
represent ground thermal profile and lakewater monitoring stations; white circles
represent air and near surface ground temperature stations. [Source: Wolfe, 2000, p6]

Figure 5. Ground temperature profiles for site GSC-001. [Source: Wolfe, 2000, p39]

Figure 6. Ground temperature profiles for site GSC-002. [Source: Wolfe, 2000, p.40]

Periglacial landforms are widespread in the Kugluktuk area, and garner consideration in
any development proposal. While much of the marine sediments that blanket areas of
Kugluktuk are predominantly sand, they do contain significant proportions of silt and
clay. These sediments are conducive to water retention, which in a permafrost

environment becomes ice. During the process of initial permafrost aggradation into these
sediments following isostatic uplift, the water would have migrated through the
sediments to a freezing front, leading to the development of horizontal ice lenses. It is
suspected that such lenses (which can be from millimetre to decimetre thickness scale)
are found in the lower alluvial terrace sediments (At - Figure 2) that much of the northern
part of Kugluktuk is built upon. Assessment of any ice content in these sediments is
important for determining foundation stability of existing buildings, and for design
considerations that take into account potentially increased thaw subsidence that may
occur under climate warming. If ice lenses do occur in these fluvial terrace sediments,
then exposure of them by erosion and slumping of sediments along the shore caused by
wave action (Figure 7) or by erosion and incision by surface runoff (Figure 8) could lead
to increased and rapid coastal retreat, imperilling near-shore infrastructure.

Figure 7. Erosion of sandy alluvial terrace sediments along Kugluktuk’s northern shore.
Gabion baskets (foreground) that were installed to reduce erosion are now being undercut
and/or destabilized by wave-induced erosion. Wave-induced undercutting of vegetated
slopes seen in the background (marked by arrows) has resulted in slumping of sediments
along the base of the active layer. Exposure of underlying frozen sediments along cracks
will lead to further erosion. (photo, I.R. Smith)

Figure 8. Stream erosion atop alluvial terrace sediments beside the sea shore, Kugluktuk,
Nunavut. Channelling of meltwater and rainwater from community through an
unarmoured channel has resulted in physical erosion and incision. Incision of the channel
has also likely led to melting of underlying permafrost, resulting in thermal erosion, and
enhanced over-deepening of the channel. Slumping of sediments along channel margins
points to ongoing instability and lateral propagation of the channel margins. (photo, I.R.
Smith)

Saline permafrost (Biggar and Sego, 1993; Hivon and Sego, 1993) is also an issue
throughout the Kugluktuk area. Because the whole region was inundated by the sea, and
then subsequently isostatically uplifted, the marine sediments would naturally contain
saline pore waters. During aggradation of permafrost into these sediments, brines would
have formed, until they eventually became trapped within interstitial crystal lattices.
While these sediments remain frozen, the nature of saline permafrost is such that it
weakens the bonds of the crystal structure, making the permafrost far more plastic, and
deformable than non-saline permafrost. The presence of brines, also depresses the
freezing point, such that saline permafrost will melt at lower temperatures than regular
permafrost, and thus is more susceptible to changes in ground temperature as may occur
under projected climate warming.

PERCEIVED SENSITIVITIES TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Observations from this reconnaissance visit, and information presented above, are used to
infer a range of landscape sensitivities in the Kugluktuk region to potential climate
change. It is stressed, however, that these inferences require more field-based study and
substantiating before they may be incorporated into a design/adaptation strategy. They
are perhaps most useful in identifying knowledge needs/gaps that can be used to support
the planning process.
1. In the context of specifically climate warming, landscape hazards in Kugluktuk
appear to be of low risk. That is not to say that there could not be significant
impacts on local infrastructure. It is just that as most of the town is situated on
bedrock, or on a thin veneer of predominantly sandy sediments overlying bedrock,
it can be regarded as occupying an enviably stable building platform.
2. Warming could have a potential influence on thaw subsidence in the alluvial
terrace sediments (Figure 2 – At) upon which the northern extents of the town are
built. Sediment coring would have to be undertaken to determine and characterize
this risk.
3. Based on the presence of thermokarst terrain along the beach front regions in the
port facility and west of there (Figure 2 – Mk), it can be deduced that some of the
areas covered by raised beaches contain significant quantities of buried ice. This
is not unusual, as during the beach forming process, ice push, and subsequent
burial of ice masses can occur. Urban development such as roads and building
pads in areas of beach ridges would need to take into account the potential
presence of buried ice. This includes any trenching activities that might expose
ice-rich sediments.
4. As previously discussed, over-deepened and widened alluvial channels adjoining
the runway and elsewhere in the regions of extensive raised beach cover suggest
that the stream channel morphology reflects melting of ice-rich sediments. Stream
diversion efforts, such as has been undertaken along the western end of the airport
runway must take this into account. Simple excavation of ditches will not protect
underlying permafrost. Armouring of the bed with larger rock material will be
required to ensure that easily eroded sandy sediments are not removed, leading to
further thermal erosion of underlying sediments, and accentuated erosion.
5. The extensive network of ice wedge polygons and individual ice wedges in the
glaciofluvial delta terrace (Figure 2 – Gd) that underlies most of the airport merits
significant attention. The large size (length and width) of ice wedges suggest
significantly large ice masses underlie the active layer in this region. Climate
warming could result in melt of the upper sections of these ice wedges leading to
subsidence along the ice wedge depressions. These depressions then readily form
drainage conduits, leading to increased thermal melting of the ice wedge, and
continued subsidence. In extreme cases, channelling of meltwater along these ice

wedge depressions can result in the rapid melting and incision of the entire ice
wedge below, resulting in metres of incision, and destabilisation of the adjacent
slope materials. The morphology of various tributary streams flowing east from
this area down towards the Coppermine River suggests that they have formed in
part by this process. While it can be argued that this area has emerged from the
sea over 5000 years ago and thus shows considerable stability, it must be
recognized that the construction of infrastructure, and particularly the diversion of
meltwater from pre-existing pathways, can have dramatic consequences upon a
permafrost landscape. Changes in snow drifting can also be of potential
significance here in terms of meltwater generation and thermal insulation of the
ground.
On the south side of the airport runway, a large area of surface sediments
has been removed – presumably as part of the runway construction process.
Removal of the surface layer, will undoubtedly have exposed ice wedges, or at
least caused the seasonal active layer to now extend down below their top. It can
be anticipated that ice wedges will exhibit pronounced melt and subsidence in this
region until equilibrium conditions are re-attained. Attention would need to be
paid to ensure that subsidence/erosion does not propagate headward into the
runway pad.
6. In addition to the ice wedge polygons in the glaciofluvial delta terrace region,
some areas east of the airport terminal pad show evidence of thermokarst,
suggesting that the ice wedge polygons themselves may have significant ice
contents below them. Under a climate warming scenario, it could be anticipated
that further subsidence may occur in this region. Any development considerations
in this area would have to first assess subsurface ice content.

Climate warming is only one component of climate change, and thus a broader scope of
environmental changes and potential impacts must be assessed with respect to
determining risk in Kugluktuk.
7. As mentioned at the beginning of this report – changes in sea ice are likely to
produce the biggest impacts on day to day life for residents of Kugluktuk. While
most of this research is beyond the scope of this assessment, impacts of reduced
summer sea ice cover, particularly as it pertains to reductions in the extent of
shorefast ice, and increased wave fetch needs to be taken into account in regards
to shore stability. This is likely to be less of an issue in the more gently inclined
regions of the beach occupying the western part of the town. In the eastern part of
the town, where there is a fairly steep shore profile (Figure 7), reductions in sea
ice and increased wave action may accelerate shore erosion. Note, wave action
also needs to take into account wakes from boats operating close to the shore. The
present gabion baskets appear insufficient, and need to be reconstructed, or
bolstered in order to halt further erosion taking place. Several small shacks and
two housing properties appear to be at direct risk to continued shore erosion and
coastal slumping.

8. While Kugluktuk presently lies within a region that is continuing to experience
positive isostatic uplift (projected to be up to 10 cm over the 2010 to 2100 year
time frame; James et al. 2009), it is conceivable that under various climate change
scenarios, it may start to see net subsidence when eustatic rise outpaces isostatic
uplift. James et al. (2009) project that sea level at Kugluktuk could rise up to 50
cm over the 2010 to 2100 year time frame. Significant changes could thus occur
along various shore profiles, and indeed it is possible that storm surges could see
flooding of low-lying thermokarst terrain around the port facility and west of
there.
9. Protection of Kugluktuk’s water supply must be examined in terms of its longterm sustainability. Presently, fresh water is drawn from the Coppermine River by
a large pipe system into settling ponds and a holding tank. It was reported to the
author that the town has experienced several salt water incursion events that have
temporarily contaminated their water supply. Reasons for this are potentially
many fold, but may be a consequence of increased storm surge brought about by
higher winds, and increased open-water fetch during periods of reduced summer
sea ice extent. Changes in channel geometry within the Coppermine River are also
likely a contributor. Historical and ongoing surveys of beach and near-shore
profiles by Forbes and Manson (NRCan) do not incorporate the region around the
fresh water intake. It is suggested that a detailed bathymetric and hydrological
survey be established in the vicinity of the fresh water intake in order to better
understand the nature of the hydrological system, particularly as it applies to
mechanisms leading to salt water incursions. A survey such as that being
proposed could also be used as a benchmark, upon which future changes can be
assessed. It also needs to be recognized that changes in channel depth and
sedimentation will naturally occur in this region of the Coppermine River as a
consequence of continued isostatic uplift, eustatic rise, and delta formation.
Melting of ice-rich permafrost and increased formation of active-layer
detachments along the banks of the Coppermine River (c.f., Dredge, 2001) may
also result in increased sedimentation rates and shallowing of the Coppermine
River, further exacerbating the problem.
10. Urban hydrology is universally identified as a problem in northern communities.
Poorly maintained, often undersized drainage culverts, and a lack of retrofitting of
downstream drainage systems to handle new, upslope infrastructure development
(which results in an increased and hurried routing of meltwater and precipitation)
is a significant problem. In Kugluktuk, it has to be recognized that the sandy
nature of the surface sediments and those used in road construction are
particularly susceptible to stream erosion. The dramatic erosion of streets (Figure
9) during the July 20-21, 2007 extreme precipitation event (170.7 mm) points to
the problem of insufficient urban drainage capacity. Routing of meltwater must be
addressed from source, right down to output into the sea/Coppermine River. As
demonstrated in Figure 8, free drainage across unprotected surface sediments can
lead to rapid erosion and incision of drainage channels, which can then perpetuate

thaw subsidence of underlying ice-rich permafrost leading to further erosion and
channel incision. Drainage infrastructure built to handle existing meltwater and
precipitation regimes may not be suitable to address what could occur under
climate change scenarios that see increase storm activity and seasonal rainfall.

Figure 9. Erosion of Kugluktuk streets as a result of the extreme July 20-21, 2007, storm
event (170.7 mm). [source: photo by J.Prno, 2007; climate data from Environment
Canada’s online National Climate and Information Archive]

11. Another component of urban hydrology that needs to be addressed is that of
surface ponding of water. Construction of roads and building pads can lead to
impoundment of meltwater and precipitation. In permafrost environments,
ponding of surface water can lead to thermal erosion of underlying materials.
Where this occurs in ice-rich sediment areas adjoining culverts, it can result in
subsidence of land effectively stranding the culvert above the subsided surface – a
negative feedback loop that leads to increased ponded water depth, and greater

thermal erosion and subsequent subsidence. Ponded water can also saturate coarse
materials used in most building pad construction. Building pads purposefully use
coarse materials in order to ensure free drainage of water away from them. If
water is allowed to pond around a building pad, then it can be anticipated that ice
will seasonally form within the pad, resulting in differential heave of the building
above it, and progressive disturbance and compromising of the pad’s integrity.
12. Snow drifting is something that has to be considered in building design and
community planning. In terms of climate change, there may be changes in both
the amount of snow (increased) and perhaps more significantly changes in wind
direction and strength, particularly of storm events. This can result in significant
changes in snow drift patterns within the community. Snow drifts must be
considered with respect to their eventual meltwater production, and the routing of
this meltwater, and also in terms of their insulation properties. In permafrost
terrain in order to preserve the existing land stability, it is often essential that
materials be allowed to freeze deeply each winter. Snow drifts act to insulate the
ground materials, and can significantly alter the seasonal thermal profile, allowing
for a thickening of the active layer. Therefore, changes in snow drift patterns, or
thicknesses, including consideration of where clearance of snow from say the
airport or community streets is dumped, needs to be taken into account during the
planning process.
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Summary.
Estimates of the range of sea-level change expected in the next 90 years (2010 to 2100)
for five communities in Nunavut (Table S-1) are derived from an assessment of published
estimates of projected global sea-level change and an evaluation of vertical land motion.
The projections provided here are intended to contribute to discussions on the possible
impacts of projected sea-level change and potential mitigation measures that could be
implemented at each community. Consideration of other factors affecting coastal
stability, such as autumn storms and sea-ice extent, and assessment of shoreline and nearshore usage and infrastructure vulnerability, are also essential parts of the discussion and
are not considered in this report.
Table S-1. Range of probable sea-level change for five pilot communities in Nunavut
from 2010 to 2100 (relative to present-day mean sea level)
In the year 2100, sea level
Community
In the year 2100, sea level
will probably not fall more will probably not rise more
than : (cm)
than: (cm)
Arviat
70
25
Whale Cove
75
20
Kugluktuk
10
50
Cambridge Bay
35
50
Iqaluit
50
10
The global sea-level change scenarios considered in this study provide 15 cm (minimum)
to 196 cm (maximum) of sea-level rise at the year 2100 (using 2010 as the start date).
The community projections given in Table S-1 are based on our assessment of the likely
amount of global sea-level change, which varies from 28 cm to 115 cm by the year 2100,
a range of 87 cm.
Sea-level change from changing glaciers and ice caps is not spatially uniform (Mitrovica
et al., 2001) and the community-specific sea-level projections include this “sea-level
fingerprinting” effect. Meltwater from the Greenland ice sheet is redistributed in the
global oceans in such a way that it contributes to stable or falling sea levels for the five
communities, while meltwater from glaciers and ice caps contributes to reduced amounts
of sea-level rise compared to the amount that would be expected from uniform meltwater
redistribution. The net effect is that the range of projected sea-level change at each
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community is substantially less than the amount that would have been determined if meltwater redistribution had been assumed to be uniform.
The sea-level change projections given in Table S-1 also include the effects of
uncertainty in vertical land motion and this extends the range of projections significantly,
although more than half of the range (uncertainty) in the community sea-level projections
is due to the global sea-level scenarios. An additional unquantified, but potentially large,
source of error arises from the assumptions used in assessing the spatially variable
meltwater redistribution.
Some of the community sea-level projections are notable for significant sea-level fall.
This is a consequence of two factors. 1. Land uplift is occurring due to glacial isostatic
adjustment, which is the delayed response of the Earth to surface unloading caused by
deglaciation at the end of the last Ice Age. The rising land ameliorates the effects of
global sea-level rise, especially for Arviat and Whale Cove, which are rising the fastest.
2. The sea-level fingerprinting effect is especially marked at Iqaluit for the Greenland
source of meltwater. Global sea-level change scenarios with larger amounts of global
sea-level rise (and thus a larger amount of Greenland meltwater) generate larger amounts
of sea-level fall at Iqaluit, opposite to that of the other four communities.
Significant progress in reducing the current large range of sea-level projections could be
realized by improving observations of vertical land motion and from carrying out an
updated assessment of the spatially variable redistribution of meltwater from Arctic ice
caps and the Greenland ice sheet.

1. Introduction
Globally, sea level is projected to rise in the coming decades, but the range of projections
varies greatly. There is uncertainty about the expected contribution from warming of the
ocean’s surface layer, which causes it to expand and raise the surface of the ocean (steric
effect) and much greater uncertainty about the meltwater contributions of glaciers and ice
caps and the large Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets.
The average rate of sea-level change in the last four decades of the 20th century (1961 to
2003) was 1.8 ± 0.5 mm/yr, but the rate appears to have accelerated in the last decade
(1993 to 2003) to 3.1 ± 0.7 mm/yr (Table SPM.1; IPCC, 2007). Sea-level change is
correlated with global temperatures, and because temperatures are projected to rise in the
21st century, the expectation is that global sea level will continue to rise, quite possibly at
larger rates than recently observed.
The Canada-Nunavut Climate Change Partnership is a collaborative project between the
Government of Nunavut, Canadian federal government departments, and the Canadian
Institute of Planners (CIP). Five communities in Nunavut have been chosen for the
second phase of a pilot project to devise climate change impact and adaptation plans –
Iqaluit, Arviat, Whale Cove, Kugluktuk, and Cambridge Bay (Figure 1). (The first phase
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of the pilot project considered the communities of Hall Beach and Clyde River. It is
planned to provide sea-level projections for those communities in a subsequent report
discussing sea-level change across the entire territory.) For each community, two
volunteer planners from the CIP are working in close collaboration with government and
university scientists and are consulting extensively within the community to develop the
climate change plans. Climate change issues under consideration include landscape
changes, changes to water supplies, and coastal stability.

Figure 1. Map indicating the location of the five pilot communities.
In addition to the effects of sea-level change, coastal stability is influenced by the
frequency and intensity of extreme events, such as major autumn storms. Indirectly,
changes to the extent and duration of sea-ice, such as the time of autumn freeze-up, can
also make the coastline more (or less) susceptible to storms. This report does not
consider projections of extreme events and changes to sea ice. Instead, the focus here is
solely on projections of sea-level change for the five pilot communities, based on the
scientific literature and other available information. The assumed time frame is 90 years
(2010 to 2100).
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2. Contributors to Sea-level Change
A projection of sea-level change at a specific location requires consideration of global
sea-level change, the location (attribution) of the sources of global sea-level change, and
local vertical land motion. In the following we discuss each of these factors briefly.
2.1 Scenarios of Global Sea-Level Change. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), in its most recent Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (IPCC, 2007),
provides projections of global sea-level change for six scenarios. The scenarios
correspond to various assumptions about the world economy and the intensity with which
conservation measures are adopted. For each scenario, a range of sea-level projections is
provided. The scenarios predict as little as 18 cm and as much as 59 cm of sea-level rise
(Table 10.7; Meehls et al., 2007) from 1980-1999 to 2090-2099.
At the lower end, the IPCC projections indicate an average rate of sea-level rise similar to
that observed for the last half of the 20th century (1.8 ± 0.5 mm/yr). At the higher end,
the IPCC projections indicate an average rate of sea-level rise that is nearly double the
rate that was observed recently (3.1 ± 0.7 mm/yr).
The IPCC cautions that the projections do not include the “full effects of changes in ice
sheet flow, because a basis in published literature is lacking” (IPCC, 2007, p. 14). The
report indicates that the upper values of the projections could increase by 10 or 20 cm if
the ice-sheet-flow contribution grew proportionally to projected global temperature
increase and that even larger contributions are not ruled out. Thus, the IPCC projections
are conservative.
Input of new scientific results to the IPCC AR4 ceased around mid-2005. Since that
time, a number of studies have appeared that project maximum amounts of sea-level rise
that are larger than the upper end of the IPCC projections (e.g., Ramstorf, 2007; Horton
et al., 2008; Grinsted et al., 2009). Consequently, although the IPCC projections provide
a sound basis for developing local, or community-based, sea-level projections, we also
consider scenarios featuring larger amounts of global sea-level rise.
2.2 Sea-Level Fingerprinting. When a glacier or ice sheet loses mass by melting or
iceberg calving, the meltwater is not distributed evenly throughout the oceans and does
not cause a uniform rise in sea level (Mitrovica et al., 2001). Instead, near the ice sheet,
the reduced gravitational pull of the ice sheet causes the surface of the ocean to sink. As
well, the reduced surface load causes the Earth to respond elastically and the land rises
under the ice sheet and in areas adjacent to the ice sheet. The net response near the ice
sheet is that sea-level falls substantially, even though a melting ice sheet causes global
sea-level rise to rise on average. Conversely, at large distances from the ice sheet, the net
effect is that sea level rises a little more than the average value.
“Sea level fingerprinting” is important to incorporate into projections of sea-level change,
especially for Nunavut. The territory is host to some Arctic ice caps and is relatively
close (on a global scale) to the Greenland ice sheet and thus is especially sensitive to
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spatial variations in the distribution of meltwater and in the Earth’s instantaneous (elastic)
vertical land motion response to ice sheet and glacier mass change.
2.3 Vertical Land Motion. At a specific location, sea-level change depends not only on
the amount and location of sources of global sea-level rise, but also on the local vertical
land motion. For example, if sea-level is (hypothetically) projected to rise by 50 cm by
the year 2100 at a specific location due to thermal expansion and meltwater input to the
oceans, but the land is expected to rise by the same amount, then the net effect would be
nil and the projected net sea-level change for the locality would be zero.
Vertical land motion is significant across much of Canada, and some of the highest rates
occur in Nunavut. Most of the Canadian land surface was glaciated during the last
continental glaciation, which peaked at about 21,000 years ago. The weight of the ice
pushed down the surface of the Earth. In contrast to the land subsidence experienced
beneath the ice sheet, the land outside the glaciated region rose during glaciation because
material deep in the Earth was displaced away from the centre of the ice sheet. The
region of where the land was uplifted during glaciation is known as the proglacial
forebulge.
With the exception of some glaciers and ice caps remaining in the mountains of western
Canada and in the Arctic, the last vestiges of the continental ice sheets disappeared about
7000 to 8000 years ago. In response to deglaciation and the decreased load, the surface
of the Earth began to rise beneath the thinning ice sheet, while the peripheral bulge began
to sink. Because the interior of the Earth behaves like a very viscous (slow flowing)
liquid, the vertical land motion is still occurring today. The Earth’s response to glacial
loading and unloading is called glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA).
Thus, the pattern of vertical land motion due to GIA comprises a region of present-day
uplift where the former ice sheet was thickest and where it persisted the longest,
surrounded by a peripheral region where the land is subsiding. Eastern Baffin Island and
the western Canadian Arctic, including the Mackenzie Delta, are regions of subsidence.
Over most of Nunavut, the land is presently rising.
Computer model of GIA also include the effects of changing amounts of ocean water that
occurred in response to ice sheet growth and decay and the effects of the redistribution of
ocean water in response to gravitational changes and vertical land motion of the ocean
floor. The response of the Earth to changing water loads is called hydro-isostasy and is
important for understanding sea-level change.
Within the region of uplift, the rates differ from one location to another because the ice
was thicker in some places than in other places, and because ice sheet thinning and
deglaciation occurred at different times in different parts of Canada. The magnitude of
subsidence is generally no more than 1 or 2 mm/yr, whereas peak uplift can reach 10
mm/yr or greater. The estimates of vertical land motion given in this report are due to
GIA.
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3. Results.
The specific scenarios of global sea-level rise, effects of sea-level fingerprinting at the
five communities, and the estimation of vertical land motion at the five communities are
described in the following three sections.
The fourth section synthesizes the results of the previous sections and provides a range of
projections for each community. It gives the projections of sea-level change for the five
communities and indicates the probable range of sea-level change for each community.
3.1 Scenarios of Global Sea-level Change. We take the approach of considering a
broad range of scenarios of global sea-level rise and attempt to include extreme minimum
and maximum scenarios as well as intermediate ones. Sea-level fingerprinting requires
that the sources of sea-level change (glaciers and ice caps, Greenland, Antarctica) be
identified for each scenario. Depending on the source of the scenario, this sometimes
requires that additional assumptions be made. The scenarios are summarized in Table 1.
Details of the scenarios and assumptions that were made are given in Appendix A. Here
we briefly name and describe the scenarios:
20th Century Sea-level Rise. This scenario is built on the observed sea-level
change of 1.8 mm/yr from 1961 to 2003 (IPCC, 2007) and features 16.2 cm of global sealevel rise in the 90 years from 2010 to 2100.
Late 20th Century Sea-level Rise. This is a scenario built on observed sea-level
change of 3.1 mm/yr from 1993 to 2003 and features 27.9 cm of global sea-level rise.
IPCC Scenarios. The IPCC presents sea-level projections for six scenarios
(Meehl et al., 2007, Table 10.7). For each scenario a range of sea-level projections is
given corresponding to the 5% and 95% significance levels. We determined sea-level
projections using the mid-point of each scenario, as well as at the minimum value of the
scenario giving the smallest amount of sea-level rise (B1) and the maximum value of the
largest scenario (A1FI). The scenarios give 15.3 cm (minimum of scenario B1) to 50.5
cm (maximum of scenario A1FI) of global sea-level rise. Keep in mind that the time
frame of the IPCC report (1980-1999 to 2090-2099) differs from the time frame adopted
here and that thus values given in the IPCC report need to be scaled before comparing to
values given here.
Post-IPCC scenarios. A number of recent studies suggest that sea-level rise
could be larger than the IPCC projections. Rahmstorf (2007) noted that sea-levels in the
past 150 years have been proportional to global temperatures. Assuming the same
relationship holds for the 21st century, he projected sea level to rise by 0.5 to 1.4 m above
the 1990 level by 2100 (0.41 m to 1.15 m for a 90-year time span). Grinsted et al. (2009)
examined the correlation between temperatures and sea-level over the past 2000 years
and extrapolated to 2090-2099 using the IPCC scenarios. On average (for the preferred
Moberg data set), the sea-level projections ranged from 0.9 m to 1.3 m (0.77 m to 1.12 m
for a 90 year time span).
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Not all post-IPCC projections are this big. Horton et al. (2008), using the output
of coupled global climate models and also correlating temperature to sea-level change,
found an average sea-level rise of 0.7 m from 2001-2005 to 2100 (0.65 m for 2010 to
2100). Pfeffer et al. (2008) employed a glaciological approach to project sea-level
change, based on probable and extrapolated glacial flow rates and other arguments, and
derived two “low” scenarios delivering 0.78 and 0.83 m of sea-level rise to 2100. He
suggested that they “provide a ‘most likely’ starting point for refinements in sea-level
forecasts that include ice flow dynamics”.
Based on analogies with the previous interglacial period about 125,000 years ago,
some authors have suggested the potential for several meters of sea-level rise. Pfeffer et
al. (2008) determined that a sea-level rise larger than 2 m by 2100 is physically
implausible. Two meters of sea-level rise would require that all variables be immediately
accelerated to extremely high limits.
Based on the foregoing summary, we utilize the following post-IPCC scenarios:
Pfeffer Low 1 and Pfeffer Low 2. These scenarios are glaciologically based
(Pfeffer et al., 2008) and provide an amount of sea-level rise intermediate between the
IPCC scenarios and the larger amounts suggested by other studies. The amount of sealevel rise they deliver is slightly larger than the average amounts suggested by Horton et
al. (2008).
Ramstorf/Grinsted scenario. The peak amount proposed by Ramstorf (2007)
(1.15 m) is similar to the average peak value determined by Grinsted et al. (2009) (1.12
m), and we therefore examine the consequences of 1.15 m of sea-level rise. These
studies do not indicate the source(s) of sea-level rise. To address this, we scale a number
of other scenarios (Pfeffer et al.’s (2008) three scenarios, 20th Century Sea level Rise, and
Late 20th Century Sea Level Rise scenarios) to deliver 1.15 m of sea-level rise and then
examine the variability in projected sea-level change brought about because of the
differing weighting of meltwater sources.
Pfeffer High 1. This delivers 2 m of sea-level rise (Pfeffer et al., 2008) and is the
largest scenario considered in this report.
Table 1. Scenarios of Global Sea-level Rise Employed in Sea Level Projections
Name of Scenario
Source(s)
Amount of Sea-level
Change Delivered from
2010 to 2100 (cm)
th
20 Century Sea-level Rise IPCC, 2007
16
Late 20th Century Sea-level IPCC, 2007
28
Rise
IPCC – B1 Minimum
Meehl et al., 2007
15
IPCC – B1
Meehl et al., 2007
24
IPCC – B2
Meehl et al., 2007
27
IPCC – A1B
Meehl et al., 2007
30
IPCC – A1T
Meehl et al., 2007
28
IPCC – A2
Meehl et al., 2007
31
IPCC – A1FI
Meehl et al., 2007
36
IPCC – A1FI Maximum
Meehl et al., 2007
51
Pfeffer Low 1
Pfeffer et al., 2008
77
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Pfeffer Low 2
Rahmstorf/Grinsted
Pfeffer High 1

Pfeffer et al., 2008
Rahmstorf (2007); Grinsted
et al. (2009)
Pfeffer et al., 2008

82
115
196

3.2 Sea-Level Fingerprinting. As mentioned above, the location of the source of
present-day meltwater is important for determining the sea-level change, especially at
sites close to the source. Mitrovica et al. (2001) show the change in sea-level for a one
millimeter per year sea-level contribution from Antarctica, Greenland, and glaciers and
ice caps (Figure 2). For each community, the sea-level response at each community for
each meltwater source was read from Figure 2 and is given in Table 2. Meltwater from
the Greenland ice sheet is redistributed in the global oceans in such a way that it
contributes to stable or falling sea levels for the five communities, while meltwater from
glaciers and ice caps contributes to reduced amounts of sea-level rise compared to the
amount that would be expected from uniform meltwater redistribution.

Figure 2. The amount of sea-level rise, in millimeters per year, for an assumed 1 mm/yr
contribution to global sea level rise from (a) Antarctica, (b) Greenland, and (c) glaciers
and ice caps (figure from Mitrovica et al., 2001).
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The figures provide enough information to determine the sea-level response for most
communities for most sources. Iqaluit is, however, located relatively close to Greenland
and it was felt that extrapolation from the figure was uncertain. G. Milne (pers. comm.,
2009) kindly provided the expected sea-level response at Iqaluit to a one millimeter per
year sea-level rise sourced from Greenland. Its response is remarkable for being large
and negative, and this has important implications for sea-level projections for Iqaluit that
will be discussed in detail later.
Table 2. Sea-level rise assuming a 1 mm/yr sea-level contribution from a given source
(after Mitrovica et al., 2001)
Community
Greenland
Antarctica
Glaciers and
Thermal
Ice Caps
Expansion
(Steric Effect)
Arviat
-0.3
1.05
0.35
1.0
Whale Cove
-0.4
1.05
0.35
1.0
Kugluktuk
0
1.05
-0.1
1.0
Cambridge Bay -0.3
1.05
0.05
1.0
Iqaluit
-3.6
1.05
0.4
1.0

3.3 Vertical Land Motion. Sea level has been falling in recent millennia in many areas
of Canada because the land is rising in response to the unloading caused by the thinning
and retreat of the large ice sheets at the end of the last Ice Age. Frequently, it is possible
to radiocarbon date features such as raised beaches and deltas that are related to past,
higher sea levels. In many areas, the amount of information is sufficient to determine a
sea-level curve which shows how sea-level has changed in the past. The slope of sealevel curve, at present, shows how quickly sea level is falling and that can be related to
the rate at which the land is rising.
The information on past sea-levels has also been synthesized as maps showing the
elevation of land that was at sea-level at a specified time in the past (Dyke, 1996, and
unpublished updates incorporating new information). These “isobases” have been
determined at 500 year intervals. They interpolate sea-level observations from regions
with abundant data to regions that have less data at a given time. For each of the five
pilot communities, the isobase values were validated by comparison with available sealevel observations from the vicinity of the community. The validation was successful and
present-day rates of sea-level fall were determined and used as estimates of vertical land
motion. This procedure is valid because it is thought that global sea-level has not
changed in the past one thousand to two thousand years (e.g., Fleming et al., 1998).
Another estimate of vertical land motion was obtained from the predictions of a computer
model of the GIA process called ICE-5G (Peltier, 2004). ICE-5G is a global model of the
glaciation and deglaciation that occurred during the last Ice Age that loads a model of the
solid Earth to generate predictions of relative sea-level change. We compared the
predictions of the model to the sea-level data from each of the pilot communities, and
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found good agreement for Kugluktuk, Cambridge Bay, and Iqaluit. ICE-5G predicts too
much sea-level fall, however, in the vicinity of Arviat and Whale Cove.
Consequently, the estimates of vertical land motion given in Table 3 are an average of the
isobase and ICE-5G rates for Kugluktuk, Cambridge Bay, and Iqaluit, but are derived
solely from the isobases for Arviat and Whale Cove. Details of how the vertical land
motion was derived are given in Appendix B.
Table 3. Vertical land motion
Community
Vertical Land Motion
(mm/yr)
Arviat
8.1 ± 2
Whale Cove
8.4 ± 2
Kugluktuk
2.5 ± 1
Cambridge Bay
3.7 ± 2
Iqaluit
0.9 ± 1

Uplift in 90 Years (cm)
73 ± 18
76 ± 18
23 ± 9
33 ± 18
8±9

Estimates of vertical land motion derived from empirical isobases, or from modelpredicted changes in topography, implicitly include the effect of changes to the Earth’s
gravitational field caused by glacial isostatic adjustment. This is desirable, because
projections of future sea-level change need to take this effect into account. However, the
derived rates given in Table 3 are not strictly rates of vertical land motion because they
include the gravitational change effect. They will need further adjustment before they
can be directly compared to geodetic observations of vertical land motion that can be
obtained, for example, from repeated Global Positioning System (GPS) observations.
3.4 Projections of Sea-level Change. The previous three sections provide the
ingredients to generate projections of sea-level change for the five communities. For
each scenario, the sea-level contributions from glaciers and ice caps, Greenland,
Antarctica, and steric expansion were multiplied by the appropriate sea-level
fingerprinting values to obtain the projected sea-level change from global sources at each
community. The effect of vertical land motion at each community was then incorporated
to obtain the value of projected sea-level change at each community. This was repeated
for all the global sea-level change scenarios to obtain a range of sea-level projections for
each community. The effect of uncertainties in vertical land motion increases the range
of sea-level projections, and this is discussed in section 4.
Figure 3 summarizes the predictions for the IPCC scenarios and the two scenarios of
observed twentieth century sea-level change. They show that Arviat and Whale Cove,
which are rising the fastest, generally feature more than 50 cm of sea-level fall.
Communities that are rising slower still mostly feature sea-level fall, but the amount of
fall is smaller.
The range of projected sea-level is much greater when post-IPCC scenarios are included
(Figure 4). For all of the communities there are scenarios that generate projections of
sea-level rise, but the amount of sea-level rise is only 10 or 20 cm for Arviat and Whale
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Cove, where the land is rising the fastest. For four of the communities, the projected
amount of sea-level change tends to be larger for scenarios that deliver greater amounts
of water to the oceans.
Iqaluit is a special case, however. Its proximity to the Greenland ice sheet, and strong
negative sensitivity to Greenland mass balance through the “sea-level fingerprinting”
phenomenon (see Table 2), means that sea-level is generally projected to fall by larger
amounts for scenarios that deliver larger amounts of water to the oceans. This result is
counter-intuitive, but is a consequence of all the scenarios having a robust component of
Greenland mass wastage. Because the response to Greenland mass wastage at Iqaluit is
large and negative, the net response at Iqaluit is larger amounts of sea-level fall for
scenarios that feature larger amounts of global sea-level rise.

Figure 3. Sea-level projections for the minimum, mid-points, and maximum IPCC
projections (Meehl et al., 2007) and for the Twentieth Century and Late 20th Century
scenarios.
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Figure 4. Sea-level projections for the twentieth century scenarios, the extremes of the
IPCC scenarios and the post-IPCC scenarios.
The range of sea-level projections shown in Figure 4 is summarized in Table 4. For all
communities, the range in projected sea-level change is much smaller than the range of
sea-level change delivered to the oceans by the scenarios (typically 40-50%, Iqaluit is
70%). This is a consequence of the sea-level fingerprinting effect (Table 2). For
example, suppose that glaciers and ice caps deliver 30 cm more of sea-level rise to the
world’s oceans in one scenario compared to another scenario. At Whale Cove, the extra
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contribution to sea-level change from glaciers and ice caps would only be 10.5 cm,
because Table 2 indicates that the sea-level fingerprinting effect at Whale Cove due to
glaciers and ice caps is 0.35, and 0.35 times 30 cm equals 10.5 cm. The sea-level
fingerprinting effect reduces the range of sea-level change experienced at the
communities from glaciers and ice caps (all communities) and from Greenland (for four
of the five communities). This reduces the range of the total projected sea-level change.
Table 4. Summary of the range of sea-level change scenarios and of community sealevel projections
Sea-level Scenarios
Range in the Amount of Sea-Level Rise
Delivered to Oceans (cm)
B1 Minimum (15 cm) to Pfeffer High 1
181
(196 cm)
Community
Range of Projected Sea-level Change
(cm)
Arviat
89
Whale Cove
84
Kugluktuk
82
Cambridge Bay
74
Iqaluit
124

The Rahmstorf/Grinsted scenarios illustrate another source of uncertainty in sea-level
projections (Figure 4). All five Rahmstorf/Grinsted scenarios feature the same amount of
global sea-level rise (115 cm), but the source of the sea-level rise is apportioned
differently among Greenland, Antarctica, and glaciers and ice caps. This leads to
variability in the projected sea-level change at each community. For four of the
communities, the variability amounts to about 20 cm. Iqaluit again stands out, however,
as the Rahmstorf/Grinsted scenarios generate sea-level projections that differ among
them by up to 85 cm.
4. Discussion.
The question arises of the range of sea-level projections that are most likely, and which
can be considered to be extreme cases. At the low end, sea-level rise increased from 1.8
mm/yr to 3.1 mm/yr from the last 4 decades of the 20th century (1961 to 2003) to the last
decade of the 20th century (1993 to 2003). Temperatures are projected to rise in the 21st
century, and as sea-level rise is correlated with temperature, it seems appropriate to take
the Late 20th Century Scenario as the probable minimum (28 cm of sea-level rise to
2100). We note, however, that natural variability unrelated to temperatures may have
been responsible for the increase in sea-level rise observed at the end of the 20th century.
Thus, amounts of sea-level rise smaller than the Late 20th Century Scenario (3.1 mm/yr,
28 cm of sea-level rise to the year 2100) are possible.
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Table 5. Sea-level scenarios and indication of likelihood
Minimum
Global seaGlobal seaGlobal Sealevel will
level will
Level Change probably not be probably not be
(cm)
less than (cm)
more than (cm)
Scenario
B1 Minimum
Late 20th
Ramstorf/
Century
Grinsted
Amount of Sea- 15
28
115
level Rise from
2010 to 2100
(cm)

Maximum
Global Sealevel Change
(cm)
Pfeffer High 1
196

At the upper end, the Pfeffer High 1 scenario (196 cm of sea-level rise from 2010 to
2100) is an extreme case. Its main purpose seems to have been to exclude the possibility
of even larger amounts of sea-level rise previously suggested in the literature. The upper
end of the Rahmstorf (2007) projection and the average of upper values of the Grinsted et
al. (2009) projections (our Rahmstorf/Grinsted scenario, 115 cm of sea-level rise) may
provide an upper limit. We note that Grinsted et al. considered all six IPCC scenarios in
projecting sea-level change based on observed temperature/sea-level correlations and that
some of their scenarios project more than the 115 cm (for a 90-year time frame) of sealevel rise. Thus, amounts of sea-level rise larger than 115 cm, but not exceeding 196 cm,
are possible. The range of sea-level projections and our assessment of their likelihood
are given in Table 5.
The probable range of sea-level projections for each community is given in Table 6. The
values were derived from the probable range of sea-level change summarized in Table 4
and the sea-level projections shown in Figure 4. The ranges are our judgment of the
likely sea-level change that each community will experience, based on current knowledge
and information. It is probable that these estimates will be revised in the future.
Projections for Iqaluit are particularly uncertain owing to the dominant, but poorly
constrained, influence of the Greenland ice sheet.
Table 6. Assessment of probable range of sea-level change for each community at the
year 2100 relative to 2010 (relative to present mean sea level)1
Community
Minimum SeaSea-level will
Sea-level will
Maximum SeaLevel Change probably not be probably not be
level Change
(cm)
less than (cm)
more than (cm)
(cm)
Arviat
-65
-50
5
20
Whale Cove
-70
-55
0
15
Kugluktuk
-20
-5
40
65
Cambridge Bay -25
-15
30
45
Iqaluit
-85
-45
5
40
1
Values are rounded to the nearest 5 cm.
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4.1 Effect of Uncertainties in the Vertical Crustal Motion. The sea-level change
projections have an additional source of uncertainty that is related to the rate of land
uplift. The uncertainties are assessed at ±10 cm for Iqaluit and Kugluktuk and ±20 cm
for Arviat, Whale Cove, and Cambridge Bay (Table 3, rounded to nearest 5 cm). The
vertical land motion uncertainties increase the range of probable sea-level change for
each community (Table 7). The increase is substantial for Arviat, Whale Cove, and
Cambridge Bay, where the additional 40 cm nearly doubles the probable range compared
to Table 6.
Table 7. Assessment of Probable Range of Sea-level Change for Each Community
Incorporating Uncertainty in Vertical Land Motion
Community
Sea-level will probably not Sea-level will probably not
be less than (cm)
be more than (cm)
Arviat
-70
25
Whale Cove
-75
20
Kugluktuk
-10
50
Cambridge Bay
-35
50
Iqaluit
-50
10

5. Suggestions for Future Improvements to the Sea-level Projections.
Our sea-level projections feature substantial uncertainty arising from the range of global
sea-level scenarios, uncertainties in sea-level fingerprinting, and uncertainties in vertical
land motion. Progress in reducing the uncertainty from all three sources is possible, and
could lead to a smaller range of projected sea-level change in the future.
1. The overall uncertainty in the range of global sea-level projections may be reduced
through the concerted, continuing effort of the international scientific community.
2. Regionally, an updated evaluation of the sea-level fingerprinting effect is greatly
needed. Mitrovica et al. (2001) made (necessary) assumptions about the distribution of
mass change from the three sources – for example, Greenland is assumed to be thinning
uniformly. As well, the glaciers and ice caps calculations were carried out using a mass
balance compilation that is now outdated (Meier, 1984). An evaluation of the sea-level
fingerprinting effect for Arctic ice caps and the Greenland ice sheet, using updated mass
balance observations and projections, should be carried out.
3. Locally, field work could be carried out at some communities to improve estimates of
vertical land motion. This could include work to improve the record of past sea-level
change, thus adding to the information available for both improved sea-level curves and
isobases and providing better constraints for models of the glacial isostatic process, such
as ICE-5G. As well, installation of new Global Positioning System (GPS) sites and
continuing operation of existing sites can provide direct estimates of vertical crustal
motion. (New satellite navigation systems are becoming available and the term Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) is becoming prevalent.)
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It is likely that an updated evaluation of the sea-level fingerprinting effect, combined with
better estimates of vertical land motion, could reduce the range of projected sea-level,
perhaps by a factor of ½. An updated sea-level fingerprinting analysis could be carried
out relatively quickly, but improved estimates of vertical land motion will take more
time.
6. Conclusions.
The projections provided here are intended as a starting point for discussions of the
possible impacts of sea-level change and the potential mitigation measures that could be
implemented at each community. Subsequent dialogue may raise additional questions
about the sea-level projections and we will consider revisions to this report as needed.
In contrast to the picture of rising sea levels and coastal inundation that is frequently
painted in popular reports, future sea levels may follow a very different trajectory
featuring stable or even falling sea level for some communities in Nunavut (Table 7).
This is a consequence of two factors.
1– Over much of Nunavut, the land is rising, owing to the delayed response of
the Earth to surface unloading caused by deglaciation. Rising land
ameliorates the effects of rising global sea levels. Land subsidence is a
potential issue for some areas, such as eastern Baffin Island and the western
Arctic, as it would exacerbate possible sea-level rise.
2– Owing to their relative proximity to potentially large sources of meltwater
(Arctic ice caps and the Greenland ice sheet), sea-level fingerprinting is very
important in determining sea-level projections for communities in Nunavut.
Sea-level fingerprinting has the effect of muting or even reversing the sea-level rise
produced by local sources. This is in contrast to regions that are distant from large
sources of meltwater, where an amount of sea-level rise close to that delivered to the
global oceans would be expected.
The potential issue for some of the communities considered here may be sea-level fall
rather than sea-level rise. For communities that are dependant on harbour or docking
facilities that presently feature limited depth-under-keel, or communities where
traditional beaching sites are in use, the consequences of future sea-level fall bear
consideration. For most communities, a larger amount of global sea level rise would help
to ameliorate these impacts. On the other hand, all of the communities considered here
potentially face a relative sea-level rise, possibly as much as 50 cm by the year 2100 for
Kugluktuk and Cambridge Bay, and the implications of a sea-level rise also need to be
evaluated.
Projections of sea-level change provide a lens through which to assess future coastal
stability, but the projected sea-level change alone does not determine coastal stability.
For example, Hall Beach, which is rising relatively quickly due to glacial isostatic
adjustment, is nevertheless experiencing substantial coastline erosion that is affecting
structures built closest to the ocean. Reduced rates of sea-level fall combined with more
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extensive or persistent open water may exacerbate erosion. There is a need to evaluate
projected coastal change in terms of the susceptibility of built structures and in terms of
the activities of community members who may depend on access to, or utilization of, the
shoreline and near-shore environment.
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Appendix A. Global Sea-Level Change Scenarios
Because sea-level change due to changes in the mass of glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets
is not spatially uniform (Mitrovica et al., 2001), it is necessary to attribute the sources of
sea-level change for each scenario among glaciers and ice caps, Greenland, and
Antarctica. Mitrovica et al. (2001) utilized Meier’s (1984) compilation for glaciers and
ice caps, and assumed spatially uniform mass change of Greenland and Antarctica.
These assumptions differ from some recent assessments of present-day and future sealevel change, where outlet glaciers and isolated ice caps on the perimeter of Greenland
and Antarctica are included in the “ice caps and glaciers” category, rather than the
“Greenland” or “Antarctica” categories. For these sources, it is necessary to attribute
some of the “ice cap and glacier” contribution back to Antarctica and Greenland in order
that the results of Mitrovica et al. (2001) can be used.
The relative contributions from glaciers and ice caps, Antarctica, Greenland, and the
steric effect are summarized in Tables A1 through A3. Here we give a brief description
of the development of the scenarios.
Twentieth Century Sea-level Rise and Late 20th Century Sea-level Rise. IPCC (2007)
summarizes the sources of sea-level change for the time period 1961 to 2003 and from
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1993 to 2003 (Table SPM.1). The glaciers and ice caps contribution includes outlet
glaciers of Greenland and Antarctica. In the same IPCC report, Lemke et al. (2007;
Table 4.4) give the glaciers and ice caps mass balance for these two time periods with
and without glaciers and ice caps around ice sheets. To develop the scenarios, we
distributed the sea-level rise from glaciers and ice caps around ice sheets equally between
Greenland and Antarctica. For both time ranges, the sum of the individual contributions
does not equal the observed total sea-level rise. Consequently, we also scaled the
contributions from all sources by a factor so that the sum of the sources equals the
observed total sea-level rise reported by IPCC (2007; Table SPM.1)
IPCC Scenarios. Meehl et al. (2007; Table 10.7) give projections of sea-level change
for six scenarios. The scenarios correspond to different assumptions about fossil fuel
usage in the 21st century. Similar to the case for the twentieth century scenarios, the
“glaciers and ice caps” contribution includes outlet glaciers from the perimeters of
Greenland and Antarctica. Meehl et al. (2007; section 10.6.3.3) suggest that outlet
glaciers of Antarctica and Greenland comprise between 10% and 20% of the glaciers and
ice caps contribution. Thus, for each scenario, we attributed 7.5% (one half of 15%) of
the glaciers and ice caps contribution to Greenland and Antarctica.
We evaluated the mid-points of all six scenarios and the maximum of the largest scenario
(A1FI) and the minimum of the smallest scenario (B1). For the mid-point scenarios, the
sum of the mid-points of the individual contributions did not equal the mid-point of the
total contribution, so the individual contributions were adjusted by a uniform value so
that their sum agreed with the total contribution.
For the minimum and maximum cases, the extrema (minimum or maximum) of the
individual contributions did not sum to the extremum of the total. Assuming a normal
distribution, we determined the mid-point and uncertainty (sigma) for each individual
contribution, and then found a scale factor S such that the mid-point value ± S times
sigma gave the extremum of the sum.
Table A1. Scenario sea-level contribution (cm) by source from 2010 to 2100
Scenario
Twentieth Century
Sea-level Rise
Late 20th Century
Sea-level Rise
B1 Minimum
B1 Midpoint
B2 Midpoint
A1B Midpoint
A1T Midpoint
A2 Midpoint
A1FI Midpoint

Thermal
Expansion
6.1

Glaciers and Greenland
Ice Caps
6.3
1.2

Antarctica

Total

2.6

16.2

16.0

6.3

2.8

2.8

27.9

12.2
14.6
17.1
19.3
18
21
24.9

6.6
8.5
8.9
9.1
9.2
9.5
9.7

2.5
4.3
4.8
5.5
5.2
5.6
7.6

-5.9
-3.4
-3.8
-4.3
-4.2
-4.7
-5.7

15.3
24.0
27.0
29.6
28.3
31.2
36.4
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A1FI Maximum
32
Pfeffer Low 1
29.4
Pfeffer Low 2
29.4
RG1 – Twentieth
43.5
Century
RG – Late
40
Twentieth Century
RG –Pfeffer Low 1 30
RG –Pfeffer Low 2 30.
Pfeffer High 1
30
Pfeffer High 1
29.4
1
RG is Rahmstorf/Grinsted

11.4
17.0
23.5
44.6

10.0
16.1
16.1
88.1

-29.8
14.3
12.5
18.1

50.5
76.8
81.5
115.0

39.7

17.7

17.7

115.0

30.5
38.3
27.4
53.9

28.9
26.3
26.7
52.6

25.6
20.4
30.8
60.6

115.0
115.0
115.0
196.3

Pfeffer Low 1, Pfeffer Low 2, and Pfeffer High 1 Scenarios. Pfeffer et al. (2008)
developed three scenarios of future sea-level change. The sources (Greenland,
Antarctica, and glaciers and ice caps) appear to be compatible with Meir’s (1984) sources
that were used in the sea-level fingerprinting of Mitrovica et al. (2001). Consequently,
the only adjustment that was made to their Table 3 was to scale the contributions by a
factor of 90/92 = ~0.978 to account for the fact that the study was published in 2008, but
that our projections are based on the 2010 to 2100 time frame.
Rahmstorf/Grinsted Scenarios. Here we scaled five other scenarios (Twentieth and
Late 20th Century scenarios and Pfeffer’s three scenarios) to deliver 115 cm of sea-level
rise. The Twentieth Century scenario was scaled directly, and this gives a thermal
expansion contribution of 43.5 cm, which is larger than the amount provided by any of
the IPCC scenarios (the maximum amount of thermal expansion provided by the A1FI
scenario is 41 cm over a 105 year time frame, which gives about a 35 cm contribution
over 90 years). A direct scaling of the Late 20th Century scenario generates an even
larger amount of thermal expansion, and thus we capped the thermal expansion at 40 cm
and scaled the other contributions to obtain a total sum of 115 cm. This yields the
scenarios RG – Twentieth Century and RG – Late 20th Century.
Pfeffer et al.’s (2008) three scenarios were all scaled to provide 115 cm of sea-level rise.
The thermal expansion term was held at 30 cm for these scenarios and the other
contributors (glaciers and ice caps, Greenland, and Antarctica) were scaled to deliver a
total of 115 cm of sea-level rise. This yields the scenarios RG – Pfeffer Low 1, RG –
Pfeffer Low 2, and RG - Pfeffer High 1.

Appendix B. Derivation of estimates of vertical land motion at the five pilot
communities
Background and approach
Rates of relative sea-level change at any specific location can be closely approximated by
adding the estimated rate of vertical land motion at that location to a term representing
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the global rate of sea-level change. Therefore, in order to project 21st century relative sealevel variations for Nunavut communities, we need to know the magnitude and direction
of vertical land motion at these locations. To estimate rates of vertical motion at each of
the five pilot communities, we have considered two primary sources of information.
Empirically derived continental scale isobase maps yield a first estimate of rates of
vertical land motion. The Earth’s predicted glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) response to
loading and unloading by the ICE5G model provides a second estimate for present-day
rates of vertical land motion. In this appendix, we compare the two sets of estimates, and
explain the rationale by which we arrive at a final estimated rate of vertical land motion
for each of the five communities.

Isobase approximated rates of vertical land motion
Maps of isobase values are available for North America at 500 year intervals from 50014,000 radiocarbon years BP (Dyke, 1996, and unpublished updates incorporating new
information). The isobase values at any given time represent the elevation of the land
surface at that time relative to the present-day value, and are based on observations of
past relative sea-level. The spatial extent of the isobases therefore depends on the location
of past shorelines and the time-varying configuration of the Laurentide ice sheet, and is
generally limited to ice-marginal regions.
The isobase contours generally do not intersect exactly with the locations of specific
communities. We therefore have to interpolate the isobase contours spatially to estimate
vertical motion at most locations. Since the isobases have limited and uneven spatial
distribution over the North American continent, the interpolation can be considered
reliable only in regions contained by the isobases (fortunately, all five pilot communities
fall within the region of the contours).
To estimate rates of vertical land motion from the isobase values, we fit a quadratic curve
to the isobase values from the last 2000 years at each of the five pilot communities. The
slope of the curve calculated at present-day represents the estimated vertical motion rate.
Prior to calculation of the isobase rates, the time intervals from 500-2000 years BP were
calibrated to calendar years using a marine-based calibration curve and assuming a
marine reservoir correction of 630 years. Uncertainty of each calculated isobase rate was
taken to be the uncertainty of the least squares fit to the data points. The present-day
vertical land motion rates derived from the isobases are given in Table 1 for each of the
five pilot communities.
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ICE5G model-predicted rates of vertical land motion
Numerical models of the GIA process provide a second source of present-day vertical
land motion estimates. Topography values for the ICE-5G VM2 v.1.2 model (Peltier
2004) are available online (www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php). The
topography data are available on a uniform 1° × 1° degree global grid for times from 021,000 years BP. The same methodology that was used to estimate present-day rates of
vertical land motion from the isobase data was employed to estimate rates from the ICE5G data set. The topography values were extracted from the ICE-5G grid at the location
nearest in latitude and longitude for each of the five communities at times 0-2000 years
BP at 500 year intervals. The present-day rate of vertical land motion was estimated to be
the value of the slope at time zero of a quadratic curve fit to the topography values for
each location. Table 1 gives the model predicted rates of vertical land movement for each
of the five communities.
The ICE-5G model is a recent global model of surface topography and ice sheet
distribution for the last ~100,000 years (Peltier 2004). The model is in part constrained by
observations of relative sea-level. Some of the relative sea-level data used to inform the
model is the same as the data from which the isobases are constructed; the two sets of
present-day vertical motion estimates are therefore not entirely independent of one
another. However, the ICE-5G model incorporates additional constraints, such as the rate
of change of gravity for central North America, making comparison of the ICE-5G
predicted rates to the isobase-derived rates a useful exercise.

Comparing the isobase rates to the ICE-5G rates
Comparing the present-day rates of vertical land motion derived from the isobases to
those predicted by ICE-5G at the five communities reveals variation between the two sets
of estimates (Table 1). The largest differences are observed at Arviat and Whale Cove
(ICE-5G is larger by 5.62 mm/yr and 3.15 mm/yr, respectively). Both the isobase and
ICE-5G rates, and the differences between them, are smaller at Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit
and Kugluktuk.
The large difference between the isobase and ICE-5G rates observed at Arviat and Whale
Cove prompts the question of which source of information should be considered more
reliable when determining present-day rates of vertical land movement. To address this
question, we have directly evaluated both ICE-5G and the isobases against the existing
relative sea-level data at each of the communities. There are no relative sea-level data
available for Whale Cove. The two communities nearest Whale Cove for which relative
sea-level data exist are Arviat (to the south) and Baker Lake (to the northwest). We
therefore use the fit of both the isobase values and the ICE-5G model to the relative sealevel data at Arviat and Baker Lake to infer the reliability of the vertical motion rates at
Whale Cove.
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We compare ICE-5G to the observed data by extracting the paleotopography of the
model at approximately 500 year intervals from 0-21,000 years BP and plotting the
values against the relative sea-level observations at each location. At Arviat and Baker
Lake, ICE-5G over-predicts relative sea-level, and the overall fit to the data is poor at
both locations. We therefore infer that the model will also poorly reproduce the data at
Whale Cove. At Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit and Kugluktuk, the fit of ICE-5G relative to the
data is generally reasonable. Moreover, the fit at these three locations tends to be good
particularly at times in the recent past; this tendency is desirable because the behaviour of
the model at recent times will more strongly influence the present-day rate of response
than earlier times.
To check the isobase values are in agreement with the relative sea-level data, we plot the
isobase values from 0-10,000 years BP at 1000 year intervals for the five communities
against the relative sea-level observations. There is good agreement between the isobases
values and the relative sea-level observations at all locations (Arviat, Baker Lake,
Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit, Kugluktuk). Since the isobase contours were empirically derived
primarily from the relative sea-level data, this result is anticipated, and provides
confidence that the present-day rates of vertical motion determined from the isobase
values are in accordance with available data.
At locations where there is significant discrepancy between the isobase-derived rates and
the ICE-5G model predicted rates, the observation that the isobase values agree well with
the relative sea-level data at all locations lends preference to the isobase-derived rates.
This preference assumes the rates inferred from the isobases are, in general, more
strongly supported by available site-specific observations than the model-predicted rates.

Final determination of vertical uplift rates at the five pilot communities
The ICE-5G paleotopography fits poorly with the relative sea-level data at Arviat and
Baker Lake, and thus, by inference, at Whale Cove as well. Consequently, when
determining present-day vertical uplift rates for Arviat and Whale Cove, we neglect the
ICE-5G predicted rates and use only the isobase-approximated rates (Table 1). At
Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit and Kugluktuk, the ICE-5G model values are in reasonable
agreement with the relative sea-level data. Our estimated vertical uplift rates at these
three communities are the average of the isobase-derived rate and the ICE-5G predicted
rate (Table A2).
The estimated uncertainty on the final rates at each of Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit and
Kugluktuk is the larger of the average of the standard deviations between the mean rate
and the isobase and ICE-5G rates at the three communities, and the individual standard
deviation at each location. The estimated uncertainty at Arviat and Whale Cove is the
largest standard deviation of the ICE-5G and isobase derived rates at the other three
communities.
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The final vertical land motion rates presented here will be applied to different scenarios
of global sea-level rise to arrive at a range of projections of relative sea-level change by
the year 2100. We assume that the rate of vertical land motion will remain constant over
that time interval.
Table A2. A summary of the estimated rates of vertical land motion at Arviat, Cambridge
Bay, Iqaluit, Kugluktuk, Whale Cove, and Baker Lake. The final employed rate of
vertical land motion is an average of the isobase approximation and the ICE-5G
prediction at Cambridge Bay, Iqaluit and Kugluktuk. The final employed rate is solely
the isobase approximation at Arviat and Whale Cove. Rates at Baker Lake, discussed in
the text, are also shown for reference. The land uplift by 2100 is determined by assuming
the final employed rate of vertical land motion is constant from present to 2100; a 90 year
interval is assumed.

Community

Isobase
approximation
(mm/yr)

ICE-5G
prediction
(mm/yr)

Arviat
Whale Cove
Baker Lake
Kugluktuk
Cambridge Bay
Iqaluit

8.1
8.4
8.2
2.5
5.1
0.2

10.4
8.9
9.9
2.5
2.3
1.5

Final
employed
rate
(mm/yr)
8.1
8.4
NA
2.5
3.7
0.9

Estimated
uncertainty
(mm/yr)
±2
±2
NA
±1
±2
±1

Uplift
by
2100
(cm)
72.9
75.6
NA
22.5
33.3
8.1
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H. Project Photos
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WARMING OF THE CLIMATE SYSTEM IS UNEQUIVOCAL, AS IS NOW
EVIDENT FROM OBSERVATIONS OF INCREASES IN GLOBAL AVERAGE AIR
AND OCEAN TEMPERATURES, WIDESPREAD MELTING OF SNOW AND ICE,
AND RISING GLOBAL AVERAGE SEA LEVEL.
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